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ANT A Fi
SECOND EDITION

VOL. 37.
KROONSTADT
The British Are

TAKEN

a Few Miles
Distant From That Boer
Only

Stronghold.
SEVERAL SMALLSKIRMISHES
Free Staters Are Disarmed and Allowed to
Beturn to Their Farms The Boers Are
Holding Entrenched Fositions
At Boshrand.
London, May 12. It Is officially announced that Lord Roberts reports that
he marched twenty miles yesterday,
and is now within fourteen miles of

Kroonstadt.
BOERS ARE INTRENCHING.
Geneva Siding, May 11. The BrltlBh
forces arrived here, marching splendid
ly, General French in advance. Firing
was heard yesterday in the direction of
Ins forces. Some Inniskillings approach
ed the kraal where the Boers were con
cealed. It Is expected that the railroad
to Zand will be completed
The
line was almost entirely destroyed
north of the river, but beyond, where
the British are, the Boers retreated too
hastily to do much damage. The Boers
are reported to be Intrenching themselves around Kroonstadt, twenty miles
off.

PUSHING FORWARD.
Eden, May 11. The Boers returned
Bomewhat
but it is Impossible
to say where they may turn up next,
owing to their great mobility. General
Grenfelt "succeeded in pushing them
back near Rapuishop, while General
Brabant pushed forward in the direction of Brand's drift, along with General Campbell and the sixteenth brigade.
EIGHT MILES FROM KROONSTADT.
London, May 12, 2:30 p. m. The war
office received the following from Lord
Roberts:
"Boshrand, May 12, 9 a. m. 1 am
eight miles south of Kroonstadt. The
enemy evacuated the first line of
during the night. We are
now reconnolterlng toward. Kroonstadt.
General French's cavalry seized the
drift over the Valsh river last evening,
just in time to prevent the passage being opposed by the enemy."
BRITISH MOVEMENTS.
London, May 12. Lord Roberts telegraphs the war office from Geneva Siding May 11, evening: "My headquarters
's
are with
division. We
marched twenty miles
and are
now at Geneva Siding, four miles' from
Kroonstadt, and about six miles from
Boshrand, where the Boers are holding
intrenched positions. Gordon's brigade
is In touch with them; Tucker's division Is a short distance southeast;
Hamilton's force Is still further east.
Broadwood's brigade overtook a part of
the enemy's convoys at Potgieter's laager, southeast of Ventersbuig, and captured several wagons and some prisoners. French, with Porter's and Dickson's brigade and Hutton's mounted Infantry, is some distance due north of
this place. We have taken nearly 10C
prisoners the last two days. All Free
Staters who could give a good account
of themselves have been disarmed and
allowed to return to their farms. The
nights are getting much cooler."
PREPARING FOR A DECISIVE BATTLE.
London, May 12. Lord Roberts Is
now face to face with the Boer position
at Kroonstadt, and despite the reports
of its strength, the result of the meet
Ing of the opposing forces Is expected
to be very similar to the outcome following the British advance on Brand-for- t
and the Zand river. Roberts Is apparently keeping the federals moving
far too quickly to give them time for
effective occupation of any position
near him, and though numerous kopjes
in the neighborhood of Kroonstadt afford strong positions from which delaying action may be found, it is' anticipated by the best experts here that the
Boers will now hurry on to the Vaal,
where they will once more attempt to
stem the passage of the Invading army,
while the bulk of the federals prepare
for what will perhaps be the decisive
battle on the ridge running east and
west southward from Johannesburg,
where open ground to the southward offers the defenders splendid advantages
over any attack In force.
ENTERED KROONSTADT.
London, May 12, 9:10 p. m. General
Roberts has entered Kroonstadt, meet
ing with no opposition.
A COPPER SYNDICATE.

Properties In Arizona and Mexico Are to
Be Uonsohdated.

New York, May 12. It has been
learned, according to the Times, that a
new consolidation of copper properties
will soon come into the Held. It will
take over a number of Mexican and
United States copper mines, and will be
known probably as the
Copper Syndicate company. One of the
American companies to be absorbed Is
the Arizona Eastern and Montana, which
has mines at Tombstone, Cochise and
Mayer, Arizona, and runs a smelter at
HlgDtig postoince, Arizona.

The

United1

States Pavilion.

Paris, May 12. The United States
pavilion was formally handed over to the
exposition authorities this afternoon.
The ceremony was favored by beautiful
weather and attracted a large assem
blage,

Irish Sympathy for ths Boer.

Boston, May 12. The Ancient Order
of Hibernians adopted a resolution of
sympathy with the Boers. Recent ut
terances made by Lord Salisbury regarding the people of Ireland were
strongly condemned. The convention
voted against any alliance with Eng
land or any other nation, and favored
the introduction of English history
written by Americans into the schools.
The Wool Market.
St. Louis, Mo., May 12. Wool weak
and unsettled In western and territorial
17
17; 14
20; fine 13
medium, 17

IN

CONGRESS.

SANTA Fl
DISASTROUS

Senator Chandler Attacks the Armor Plate
Manufacturers.
SENATE.
Washington, May 12. In the senate
during the consideration of the naval
appropriation bill, Mr. Chandler made
the following statement: "I am prepared to show that the Harvey patent
was a fraud imposed upon the patent
office and upon the government by a
subterfuge, if not by dishonesty. When
the government refused to pay more
than $300 per ton for heavy armor the
combined armor manufacturers of the
world endeavored to obtain by subterfuge or by injustice another armor. I
do not believe that the Krupp armor
they offered us has any merit whatever,
except that it Is hardened deeper than
n
the Harveylzed armor by a
means of hardeilng steel by means of
carbonization. Their secret about It Is
not worth a dollar In any court."
In a speech on the naval bill, Mr.
Spooner of Wisconsin challenged the
statement "That Mr. Lodge made yesterday that Germany was threatening
the Monroe doctrine. He said he had it
on the highest authority that there was
never a time when more cordial relations existed between the United States
The prop
and Germany than
osition to establish an armor plant was
defeated by a vote of 24 to 22.

O

CITY AND NORTHERN MAIL.
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P1AL

WREt

THE STEPHENS

MATTERS,

BILL

'NTED

Seven Persons Killed In a Railro".
Wreck In the Suburbs of
Philadelphia.

COMMISSIONER.
ooner, United States attorney,
this city taking depositions in
re- uepredatlon claims,
dispatch from Washington an-r- ig that Miss Grace Kennedy, of
t.
ty, has been appointed commis-- s
' r1 for New Mexico to take deposi- in Indian depredation claim cases.
ti
Miss Kennedy is thoroughly deserving
of the honor. She is one of the most
reliable stenographers in the territory,
and as notary public has proved herself
to be thoroughly fitted for public duties.
CENSUS ENUMERATORS.
The following selections for enumerators to assist in taking the twelfth
annual United States census in New
Mexico have been made by Hon. Pedro
Sanchez, supervisor of the census for
this territory, have been formally approved by the director of the census,
and the persons named have been duly
commissioned:
Hernalillo county J. F. Silva, Sando
val; George W. Metzerer, Soferlm.NtJrol-lar- t,
Estanlo Vigil, Kmlliano L. Gutierrez, Jose B. Lucero, N. H. H. Allison,
Modesto C. Ortiz, Manuel Salazar y
Otero, O. P. Hovey, Henry Gleason, Albuquerque; J. F. Hubbell, N. F. Chavez, J. R. Rivera, Pojarito; Restitute
Sandoval, Cabezon; Epifanio Gallegos,
Cabezon; L. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca;
J. B. Archuleta, Perea; Reyes Lucero.
Cuba; A. F. Rues, Gallup; George C
Smith, Bland.
Colfax county J. L. Abreu, Rayado.
Chaves county W. P. Turner,
,

to-d-

The Promoters of the International
Dam Bolster Up Falsehoods With
Acknowledged Facts.

'

TOWER

OPERATOR

SLEPT

More Than Twenty Firemen Injured The
-- ' Man Who
Is Blamed for the Collision
Has

Disappeared-$140,- 000

NEW MEXICOMUST

AC NOW

Its Bights Must Be Defended and the Pro- -,
paganda of Its Enemies Must Be Coun
Send Delegates to the
Albuquerque Convention.

teracted

y.

Philadelphia, May 12. Seven persons
were killed in a disastrous freight train
In a tunnel on the
wreck early
Baltimore & Ohio railway under Twenty-fifth
street, just outside of
park. Fire followed the wreck,
and while extinguishing the flames
more than a dozen firemen were Injured
or overcome by smoke.
SLEPT AT HIS POST,
Philadelphia, May 12tFrank Luntel,
the tower operator, It is claimed, slept
at his post. A disastrous rear-en- d
freight collision resulted, causing the
death of Engineer George Loeb, Fireman George Hinchman, and, it is believed, five tramps. All dead are In the
burning wreckage. Four oil cars ex
ploded. The loss to the company is esti
mated at $140,000. Lantel has
to-d-

Pair-mou-

,

nt

Ros-wel- l.

by-a-

o,

P.

NO,

J

bidding the building of any storage res
ervoirs In this territory, for it has been
well understood for years that the only
way the Rio Grahde valley in New
Mexico can have a continuous supply of
The Capitol Dedication On June 4
water is by storing the flood waters to
be used when the river runs dry. It Is
Will Be Made a Memorable
of these waters, necessary to the pros
Event.
perity of the Rio Grande valley, that
the Stephens bill intends to rob New
Mexico, ostensibly for the benefit of El
Paso and Mexico, but actually for the PARADE, RECEPTION, BALL
benefit of a few land speculators.
AN UNPATRIOTIC PROPOSITION.
The syndicate article concludes with: The Principal Oration Will Be Delivered
"In one year the international dam
L. Bradford Prince-O- ver
By
would thus create enough wealth to pay
a Thousand Invitations Will
almost the cost of construction." But
Be Sent Out.
this wealth, If it really were created,
would fall to the benefit not cf the
At a meeting of the joint committee
pubic at large, not to the United
States, but to a few private speculators of the capltol rebuilding and capltol
and to Mexico, at the cost to the United custodian boards, held yesterday afterStates of $3,000,000 in cash, and the loss noon at the office of Governor Otero, the
of many thousands of acres of fertile Initiatory arrangements were formulat
lands in New Mexico. This certainly ed for carrying out the dedicatory cere
seems like a very unpatriotic proposi- monies which are to take place at the
tion to be made by a member of the new capltol on the afternoon and even-In- g
United States congress and fathered by
of June 4.
citizens of the United States.
GRAND STREET PARADE.
FORGETFUL SCHEMERS.
The exercises will open at 3 p. m. with
Only a short time ago the government a grand street parade, in which ail tercontended that the construction of the ritorial and local military and civil orElephant Butte dam would diminish ganizations, the G. A. R., schools, colthe navigability of the Rio Grande be- leges and fire companies will be invited
low El Paso, and now the same people to participate. Col. George W. Knae-bwho asserted this ask the government
was designated by the Joint comto construct a dam sixty miles further mittee to act as marshal of the
day,
down, and seem to have forgotten all with authority to appoint assistants.
about the navigability of the Rio
REDUCED RAILWAY RATES.
Grande.
The railway companies will be solicitA RATIONAL SCHEME.
ed to grant reduced excursion rates for
The Elephant Butte dam does not this occasion, with a view to bringing
propose to take away the water rights together here for this noteworthy event
of any one.. It only proposes to store a large number of visitors from points
the flood waters and give them to any throughout the territory, and the sugand every person In New Mexico, Texas gestion was made that ample provision
and Mexico as well, as far as the water should be made In the meantime for the
will reach, for a nominal price, to Justi- comfortable accommodation
of such
fy the expenditure of several million visitors at the hotels.
dollars for Its construction. The comAN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
An executive committee was named
pany which will build this dam asks no
assistance from the federal government, to have full charge of the dedicatory
but It will nevertheless add immensely ceremonies as follows: MaJ. R. J. Palen,
to the value of government lands, as chairman; W. H. Pope, secretary; Hon.
well as to private lands In New Mexico. George H. Wallace, Solicitor General
MUST MAKE A STAND.
E. L. Bartlett, and Messrs. Alfredo Hin- New Mexico cannot afford to allow It ojos and Solomon Sptegelberg, this com
self to be robbed of the water rights In mittee being empowered to name all
the Rio Grande valley. This is only the necessary subcommittees.
first attack upon Its most valuable
INVITATIONS.
rights. The Pecos valley may be the
Handsomely engraved invitations to
next point of attack; then may follow the number of 1,000 will be Issued in
attacks upon the water rights in the about ten days, and distributed to
San Juan valley and along the Gila; In prominent people throughout the southfact, wherever New Mexico streams west, to the press of the territory and
cross the boundary into other common to the president and cabinet and memwealths. If this first attack is resent bers of congress.
ed and repelled a second attack may
THE AFTERNOON PROGRAM.
never be made. New Mexico must insist
The parade will form on the plaza at
upon its rights, must defend the prop 3 p. m. Monday, June 4, and proceed by
erty interests of its citizens. It cannot a designated route to the capltol
expect others to do this If It proves It- grounds, where It will disband and the
self lukewarm and indifferent when It people will repair to the hall of the
Is to be robbed of Its future growth and house of representatives.
Here the exercises will be conducted. Interspersed
prosperity.
with music. Hon. W. J. Mills, chief Jus
tice of New Mexico, has been chosen to
Laa Vegas Note.
Green Maxle, the man very much preside over this assembly.' Upon being
wanted at Las Vegas to prove- - the called to order the dedicatory prayer
ownership of SOOiheey sold tber'broke will be pronounced by Mi'b( Rev. Peter
out of jail at Ueming and succeeded in Bourgade, archbishop of s.nta Fe. An
address will follow by Hon. F. A.
making his escape.
of Las Vegas, on behalf of the
John Renehan's Lincoln avenue
blacksmith shop was broken Into by capltol rebuilding board, of which he is
burglars and a number of tools were chairman, formally transferring the
stolen. The burglars then broKe into
state edifice to the territory of
the jewelry store or Lujan A Klvera Dut grand
Mexico. In an address to follow
were frightened away by a watchman New
before they were able to take anything. Gov. M. A. Otero will formally receive
and accept the building and transfer It
to the care of the capltol custodian
Albuquerque Notes.
board, and thereupon, in behalf of that
H. I. Knox of Corsicana, Texas, and
board, Its chairman, Hon. George H.
Miss Dorothy L. Apded of Colorado
Wallace, territorial secretary, will rewere'
at
married
Albuquerque
Springs,
ceive the charge. The oration of the
yesterday.
will be delivered by
Alverto del Valle, a 13 year old boy, day
was arrested for turning in a false (ire L. Bradford Prince, he having accepted
alarm and was fined $100 or 9(1 days in an invitation by wire from Flushing, L.
y
to do so. The benediction will
I.,
jail for the offense.
Contractor Shutt proposes to complete be pronounced by Rev. Fr. J. L. Gay.
A GRAND RECEPTION.
the low line ditch if he Is paid the
In the evening, commencing with mu
company
940,000 the
improvement
owes him, paid $10,000 In cash besides sic at 8 o'clock, Governor Otero, accom
and is given an additional 50,oot in tne panied by his staff officers and territobonds of the company.
rial officials, their wives and other ladles, will hold a public reception in the
brilliantly Illuminated edifice. There
MINOR CITY
will be over 500 electric lights in use at
this time, the same having been tenRegular meeting of the W. B. T. and dered free of cost to the territory by the
L. A. Monday at 2:30 p. m.
new management of the Santa Fe ElecJames McCarron, a mining man from tric Company .
St. Louis, left this morning for a week's
A BRILLIANT BALL.
trip to Bland.
After an hour or two thus enjoyed the
Rev. P. Gilberton will visit the con guests will depart and proceed to the
vlcts this evening and tomorrow at 9:30 Palace hotel, where a social dance will
will say mass at tho penitentiary.
take place, to be given under the ausShould expectations be realized, not pices of the Woman's Board of Trade
less than fifty families from Las Ve- In celebration of the final completion of
gas, Albuquerque and Santa Fe will go the capltol.
into camp on the upper Pecos toward
the middle of June, when the trout fish
Letter List
Ing 1b at Its best.
List of letters remaining uncalled for
The silver medal contest he'd last ev- in the Dostoffice at Santa Fe, N. M., for
ening at the Presbyterian church under the week ending May 12, 1900. If not
the auspices of the Woman's Christian called for within two weeks, will be sent
Temperance - Union was a decided suc- to the dead letter office at Washington.
cess. The successful contestant for the Foster. EO
Morrhwn, Mi Alfred
modal from the class of girls was Miss Gonsales, Cornel I ta
Martin, Ramon
Kobison, Jobn
Ella Day, and from the class of boys Lopes, Feliplta
Bonifacio
Lola
Sandoval,
Luna,
exMaster Carlos Creamer. Thanks are
In calling please say advertised and
tended to the trustees for the use of the
church and to the choir for the beautiful give the date.
SIMON XNU8BAVM,
music rendered.
Postmaster.

BRILLIANT PROGRAM

New Mexico must be wide awake and
active In the assertion of the rights it
possesses. The enemies of the territory
are alert and are pushing their projects,
which mean harm and loss to New Mexico, with skill and adroitness. The advocates of the international dam at El
Paso are flooding the country with lit
erature in order to create sympathy and
supporters for their nefarious scheme.
They will be only too successful unless
New Mexico registers a protest which
will be a most emphatic one. For that
reason the convention at Albuquerque
on May 15, called for that purpose,
should be a largely attended and enthusiastic gathering, representative of
every county, city and town in the terJEFFRIES DEFEATS CORBETT.
ritory, for the rights of not only a part
of the commonwealth but the prosperiThe Prize Fight Proved to Be a Very Close
ty and future growth of every section
UonteBt.
of New Mexico are attacked. It is only
THE INJURED.
New York, May 12 "Kid" McCoy
a few more days until the convention
Philadelphia, May 12. The four fire
summarized the Jeffries-Corbe- tt
fight men who were most seriously Injured
Dona Ana county Samuel C. Geek meets, and no time Is to be lost in the
as follows: "Jim Corbett lost the battle are; John Jordan, Inhaling gas, may Dona Ana.
appointment of delegates.
with Jeffries, but he made a magnificent die; John Ackerman, burns and inter
CREATING SENTIMENT.
Eddy county I. C. Sanchez, CarlsThe activity of those who desire to
struggle, leading all the way until he nal Injuries; Joseph Davis,' burned; bad.
was suddenly dropped with a left upper Charles Raux, burned. Twenty addi
Charles C. Conrad, rob New Mexico of Its water rights Is
Grant
cut on the jaw after two minutes and tional firemen have been treated for Cliff; D. county
article which appeared In
W. Taylor, Allison; Edward shown
eleven seconds of fighting In the twenty-t- minor injuries.
Mrs. Annie An- - over a score of influential newspapers
Pennington,
Demlng;
hird
round. He showed he was Just
In every section of the country, and
OIL ON FIRE.
cheta, Silver City.
as speedy and clever as ever, and made
Each oil car contained about 4,000 gal
Sierra county E. H. Johnson, Lake which emanated from the same source
a show of Jeffries right up to the last lons, and the burning oil spread with
A. S. Warren, Andrews; B. C. In El Paso. The article sets forth the altwo rounds. He was fighting the big great rapidity to the other cars. At Valley;
seMartin, Garfield; Tomas Rivera, HIlls-bor- leged advantages which would be
fellow carefully, and made him look noon the fire was not under control,
cured by the building of an internationEduardo Tafoya, Monticelio.
like a novice for an hour and twenty and the firemen were experiencing the
San Miguel county Timoteo Sena, al dam and the Imaginary harm which
minutes. What beat him was Jeffries' greatest difficulty in fighting the Las
Is done by the use of the waters of the
Vegas; Frank Rivera y Baca, Riyouth, strength and heavier weight. If flames.
Atanacio Roival, Pecos; Eugenio Rio Grande for Irrigation purposes In
vera;
Corbett should meet Jeffries again I
New Mexico. This article Is sure to creGriego, Tecolote; Jose L. Rivera, Las
would not be surprised to see him win,
Princeton the Winner.
J. M. Martinez, Chaperito; Ra ate sentiment against the rights of
Vegas;
although he would always run the risk
Princeton, N. J., May 12. Princeton fael Gallegos, Pablo Jaramillo, Enrique Mexico that are involved wherever It is
of being knocked out just as he was to- and California university athletes helda
because people outside of the terArmijo, Pablo Ullbarrl, Las Vegas; read,
night. There is no denying that Jeffries meet here today at which twelve events Nestor Sena, Rivera; Florencio Peche-c- ritory are not Informed upon the situawere contested. Princeton won 10 to 2.
s fully entitled to his championship
and will accept the false stateSapello; Eptfanlo Vigil, Sapello; tion,
honors. He won them honestly, and is
William C. Bernard, Las Vegas; Rob- ments of the essay as truth. The writer
wonderfully clever for such a big man.
TERRITORIAL MOTES.
ert C. Reid, East Las Vegas; Jose I. of the article skillfully Interweaves
He took a good deal of jollying and jab
facts and falsehoods, and it is in this
Garcia,
Eugenio Rudolf, Francisco Babing from Corbett, and had enough re- Happenings la Oolfax, Taos, Grant, Lincoln ca Sandoval, Hllarlo Baca, Raemundo that its viclousness is most apparent,
y
for It shows that it was penned by a
cuperative power left to finish him at
and Otero Counties.
Lopez, Juan B. Guerln, Las Vegas.
last."
well informed, who lied in order
Santa Fe county Mrs. B. P. Yrissar- - person
COLFAX COUNTY.
to strenjthen his argument.
Numerous real estate sales are re rl, for Espanola district, vice P. H.
A DELIBERATE FALSEHOOD.
RAILWAY STRIKES.
Leese, resigned; F. F. Pino, Galisteo.
'
ported from Springer.
When the writer of the article In
Socor
H.
R.
Socorro
Harris,
county
The residence of J. F. Carlngton of
Kansas City Bailway Employes Decide to
question speaks of the necessity of IrriElizabethtown, was partially destroyed ro; A. A. Sedlllo, Socorro; CUraaco gation in the arid regions he tells the
G.
Quit Work.
Solomon
Baca,
Gallegos, San Acacia;
by fire.
truth, but the deductions he draws from
Kansas City, Mo., May 12. Theunlon
At Raton, Miss Lillian Lea Troy and Socorro; Milquiades Armijo, Socorro; this fact for the
necessity of the constreet railway employes voted this morn Lee Majors were joined In the holy Clement HIghtower, Socorro; Julian J.
struction of the International dam are
Llmltar.
a
lines
to
all
of
Trujillo,
order
of
strike
the bonds of matrimony.
ing
false. When he says that the diversion
Not
street railway.
Union county H. J. Love, Clayton;
M. C. Drury has resigned as passen
Metropolitan
of 1,000 second feet of water from the
men
to
tie
William
C.
Martinez, Folsom;
up any ger conductor on the Raton division of Juan
enough
responded
Rio Grande In Colorado for Irrigation
...
main lines.
Folsom.
the A., T. & S. F. road.
'
causes" a dry channel at El
TIE-UA GENERAL
Valencia
county Boleslo Romero, pur;si.s
On Wednesday evening, May 16, O.
Kansas City, Mo., May 12. About BOO A. Larrazola of Las Vegas, will lecture Los Lunas; J. M. Luna, Belen; Anasta-cl- o Paso he is uttering a deliberate false
hood. It has been proved over and over
of 1,500 conductors, motormen and grip- - to the
Garcia, Cebolleta; Abel Telles, San
class at the court
In the
Butte dam trial
again
men responded to the call for the strike. house atgraduating
Rafael; Polecarpo Sanchez, Peralta; that not a Elephant
Raton.
flow of
of
the
drop
ordinary
not
men
members
of
the
C.
Many
already
It is stated that County Commis Olegario B. Sanchez, Tome; Juan
union are joining since the strike lead- sioner J. H. Nash of Cimarron, was Jaramillo, Torreon; Geo. N. Armijo, the Rio Grande in the northern part of
New Mexico ever reached or ever can
ers have taken a stand, and it seems married a few
days ago at Little Rock, Manzano; Leopoldo Mazon, Raman.
reach El Paso.
will result Ark., the bride
with
the
likely that a general tie-u- p
The
appoint
above,
an
estimable lady
together
being
THE STEPHENS BILL.
before the day closes.
these
in
columns,
ments
already given
of that city.
The article says further: "Recently a
CARS WILL BE BOYCOTTED.
J. L. Laub and family, old time and practically completes the list of enu
Kansas City, Mo., May 12. All allied highly respected citizens of Raton, left merators alloted for the 173 districts In- bill was Introduced In congress that
at El
unions of the two cities will likely aid on
The provides for the construction
Wednesday for Mayfleld, Wisconsin, to which New Mexico is divided.
the street car strikers by boycotting the where they will make their home. enumerators will enter upon their du- Paso, Tex., and Ciudad Juarez of an In
ternational dam and reservoir. The
cars.
Mr. Laub, with Col. H. Whlgham, is ties June I,
measure sets forth the necessity that
BOUND TO PROTECT PROPERTY.
interested In the lumber busilargely
exists for legislative action in order
Kansas City, Mo., May 12. The strik ness at that place.
All AHMYERSARY.
that water rights might be preserved,
ers showed the greatest strength at the
Squire Peters, of Elizabethtown, has
Twelfth street power house, where only a standing ad. in a local paper that runs Eight Years Ago Today the Old Oapitol and that the Rio Grande river shall not
be entirely diverted for the purpose of
six conductors and two grlpmen out of thus:
Burned iwn.
Irrigation In one section to the detri
a total force of ninety men reported for "If a woman Is In love.
since
Is
It iust eicht years ago tonight
ment
of another, and to satisfy certain
on
cor
the
The
strikers
duty.
gathered
New Mexico's beautiful capltol build claims which the
That's her business;
republic of Mexico has
ners and blocked the way, and General
unof
citizens
If a man is in love,
the
burned.
Many
Ing
filed against the government
of the
Manager Holmes telephoned to Sheriff
futile
That's his business;
doubtedly recall the desperate but
United States. In the main the bill proChiles for assistance. On the arrival of
But If they contemplate marriage,
aitnrt n.oHu hv civilians and fire ill on to vides that an international dam shall
the latter each conductor and grlpman
That's my business."
get the fire under control and the at be built, at the expense of the United
was sworn In as a deputy. Chiles said
TAOS COUNTY.
tendant excitement oi tne munuuue.
to hold the waters of the Rio
he intended to protect property and life
The rains during the past two or So rapidly did the flames spread, that States,
in the
r on n.tuiitoa n.ft.r" the alarm- Grande for equal distribution
on
If he had to swear in all the men of three weeks, ending In nice warm uttkin
few
Lll
u.uvvu " '
valley that spreads below El Paso, Tex.,
the
Jackson county.
building
weather, have been of Inestimable value sounded all hope of saving
,
.. It,.
and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico."
THE ST. LOUIS SITUATION.
to the farmers and sheep men of Taos WaS glVBIl Up, ttllU UH1UIU tiuui in ncit
then made to save as much of the furSt. Louis, Mo., May 12. Both sides in county.
MEXICO HAS NO PRIOR RIGHTS.
valuable documents and public
the great street railway strike remain
The New Mexican has pointed out In
Mr. Ilcy Selph and Miss Martinez, nishings,
uuu.
wuum
as posssioie.
iu
firm. Although a few lines operated,
issues that the alleged claims
of Ramon Martinez, of Ran- - library
previous
two
laughter
domes,
in
Are
the
started
after the
the public suffers great inconvenience. chos de Taos were married by Rev.
o
the entire building was enveloped in of Mexico have been passed upon by a
issued
been
have
no
warrants
As yet,
Montoya, a Methodist minister.
flames, and what had been the pride of former attorney general, and later by
against strike leaders.
T. G. Lemmon, superintendent of the citizens was soon ashes and smoldering Secretary Olney, who held that Mexico
POME CARS RUNNING.
government Indian school at Grand ruins. However, New Mexico again has had absolutely no claim, legal or equita
whose spacious ble,
St. Louis, Mo May 12. At 10 o'clock Junction, Colo., Is In Taos, and will try a capltol building,
against the United States. As it is,
the first car to run over the Laclede and secure pupils from the pueblo to corridors will soon reverberate with the the republic of Mexico has no right to
voices of public officials ana otners as
avenue division of the transit company return to the school with him.
the use of the waters of the Rio Grande
. .......
mllt.lllM
..nuw r.n
.1
www Ht.Uv .
IHL'V po,s WJ
n In
iu tha
"""J
since the strike began was started down
An Odd Fellows' lodge will, in all of business
with prior to the rights of the citizens of
can
which
to
it
point
...
. ,
Ur New Mexico, and by the treaty of 1854
town, carrying the usual complement of probability, be chartered In Taos In the utmost
mc
pnae, as a uiunumtmu ofui the
policemen. By 11 o'clock six carB were near future. A sufficient number of per. skill, progress,
surrendered all claims for damages
and Integrity
operating on that division. Except for sons have expressed a willingness to citizens oi me tuiure ouuaumc
against the United States, and even re
yells of derision that greeted the ap Join and make the undertaking a sue New Mexico.
ceded from the provision it insisted uppearance of the cars; there were no at cess.
on In the treaty of 1848, that the Rio
AGAIN.
BONDS
COLER
THE
Mana
tempts at interrupting. General
Grande should be regarded as a navl
GRANT COUNTY.
ger George W. Baumhoff, of the transit
gable stream in the United States. In
la to have a new hotel the
De
Lordsburg
the
Overruled
HoFie
County's
Judge
company, said that the present police McGrath house.
view of these facts the proposition that
murer THIS Moraing.
protection is Inadequate, and that the
the United States should build at Its
of the Silver City normal
The
regents
In the matter of Bird S. Coler et al., own
company would not run any cars later school Intend to
out a contract for
expense an International dam at a
give
than 7 p. m. He said: "The firemen the erection of a $8,000 school building of New York, vs. the County of Santa cost of $3,000,000, and to take away the
Fe. involving some $126,000 of unpaid water from thousands of citizens of the
were forced from our premises on aC'
during the summer vacation.
counans alleged to be due as Interest on United States, and to render valueless
of the police."
V. 83. Weather Bureau Notes.
count of
Some- of the bridge material for the
issued by the hundreds of thousands of acres of good
bonds
certain
for New Mexico: Fair toForecast
railway
Morenci Southern's bridge across the
v District Judge McFIe
night and Sunday.
land In New Mexico, is preposterous.
BIG DAMAGES.
Gila has arrived, says the Lordsburg pn.int
In
the thermometer registered
Liberal. As soon as this bridge can be overruled the demurrers presented
NECESSITY OF ELEPHANT BUTTE as Yesterday
follows:
Maximum temperature, 73
A Man's Affections For His Wife Declared put in connections will be made with behalf of the county and gave twenty
DAM.
to tile answer,
degrees, at 3:10 p. m.; minimum, 50 dethe Arizona & New Mexico, and from davs' leave in which
to Be Worth $25,000.
The article written In El. Paso at the grees, at 5:00 a. m. The mean temperawhen the suit will come on for hearing
Philadelphia, May 18. A Jury In the that time on the Morenci Southern will on the merits of the case.
dictation of the selfish schemers who ture for the 84 hours was 64 degrees;
25 per cent; pre
suit tor damages brought by Mrs. Eliza' be a regularly equipped railroad, al
The noints raised by these demurrers are In back of the Stephens bill, goes mean dally humidity,
beth G. Reading, of Wllllamsport, though it will not be doing much work bv District Attorney Gortner, whloh the on further: "Vineyards and orchards cipitation, a trace. Temperature al
6:00 a. m. today 47.
until It Is completed Into Morenci. A
against Mrs. Anna Gazzam, tor the railroad with only one end la not much court has now overruled, were simply have burned and died, fruit trees have
heretofore
fertile
acres,
and
alienation of the affections of the for
perished,
as
to
tne
formal
objections,
general and
mer's husband, today rendered a verdict of an Institution for through traffic.
Flan Conoert.
name In which the county was sued. etc. yielding abundant crops, have lapsed in
LINCOLN COUNTY.
in favor of the plaintiff of 935,000 "
to dry wastes. Irrigated, the soli Is as
band will render the
case
Perez'
Professor
in
raised
the
mieation
The
recently
short-cis
A
the
road
widow
between
Mrs.
Gazzam
Capltan and
damages.
fertile as that along the Nile, but with- following musical program on the plaza
error
to
the
as
vs.
the
of
Elston
county,
Is
and
Senator
late
of the
State
Gazzam,
Lincoln will be finished this week.
out Irrigation It Is scarcely more than tomorrow afternoon at 3:00 o'clock, the
J. H. Llghtfoot Is going to give Capl in the validating act, is not passed up a desert." This Is to describe the condi- weather
reputed to be very wealthy.
permitting:
on
tne
decision
tne
in
court
present
by
tan a second weekly newspaper.
Hermann
tions In Mexico below El Paso, but It Medley Q S. Jamboree
Cowherd Renominated,
Sohlelffarth
of Manila
The
Battle
Dr. J. O. Cobb, In charge of the ma
on
the
many
conditions
describes
also
Waldteufel
IndeKansas City, Mo., May 12. At
rine hospital at Fort Stanton, has gone
Wsskly Bank BtaUmsat.
G. Rosey
square miles of land which could be re- March The HoneymooJ
Rsldnil da La Luna . . . L. G. A
pendence today, William S. Cowherd, of to Washington to attend a meeting of
New York, May IS). The weekly bank claimed In New Mexico by the building Snhnttlaohn
Masurka-He- be
Lnureudeu
Polka
UP.
for
renominated
was
con'
Kansas City,
the American Cllmatologlcal Assocla statement shows the following changes: of the
A. Miuker
Elephant Butte dam, the build- Ualop-L- et Her Go
gress by acclamation by the Democratic tlon.
Surplus reserves, decreased, 9645,750; ing of which the Stephens bill seeks to
ae
convention or tne nitn district.
sby.vuu; specie,
loans, aecreasea,
To one acre In Texas or In
creased, 91,687,100; legal tenders, In' prevent.
cards d visits cm be
'
Invitation! and programs for com creased, 9566,100; deposits, decreased, Mexico that would he benefited by the Engravedand cheaply procured In the
Many new and elegant designs (or In'
promptly
vitatlona to commencement exercises at mencement exercises at the New He
91,909,000; circulation. Increased, $90,- - International dam, there are forty very latest and most elegant styles at
lean Printing Company' offloe. Bam 000. Banks holdl5,;i5!,72r in excess oi acres In New Mexico that would be ren- the New Mexloan
the New Mexican office. Ask to
printing offlos.
dered valueless by the prohibition for
ilea upon application. '
requirements of 25 per cent rule.
samples.
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At tha Cathedral tomorrow. 4th Sunday
after Esster: First man at 8:00 a. m. ; second
) a. m., sermon lu Kngllih ; tnlru
man at
1
-- . ,n.un
I ..U .

u

devotlom and benediction at S:30 p, m.
BervloM at the Presbyterian church to
morrow ai follows: At H a. m.. celebration
of the Lord'i Supper: at 0:45 a. m , Sabbath
chool : at 3:30 o clock. Jnuior Endeavor: at
6:30 p. m., Y. P. 8. C. B. No other evening- - ser
vice. Bvsrynoay welcome-- , n . najrn uoore,

pailor.

Seeond Preebvtarlan ehureh. SDanlah: Ser
vice every Sunday at V.'M p. in.; -Sunday
achool at 10 a. m. Prayer meeting- every
Wednesday ati:ai p. m. BveryDouy wetooms.
M. Madrid, evangelist In charge.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church, San
Franclioo St., Sunday aerviom:
Sunday
chool at 10 a. m. ; preaching at 11 a. m . and

Prayer
p.m.; EpworthLearueat7a0p.nl.
8 p. m. A hearty
from pastor and membem awalta all
who will come. A. A. Hyde, pastor.
At the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe,
tomorrow , fourth Sunday after Eaater: Vint
man at s:IO a. m sermon In Spanhh ; aeeond
man at (.SO a. m., sermon In Kngllah ; vMpsra
May devotions and benediction at 6 JO p. m.
at a. ra.
Every day during the week man1 :G0
o'clook.
In the evenluc May devotions at
Rev. P. Gilberton, pastor.
At ths church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal)
services tomorrow as follows; At 7:90 a.m.,
holy communion i :4S a. m , Sunday school;
11 a. m.. morning prayer andsermon. All are
welcome. Kev. B. L. Eustl, rector.
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Dally, per week, by oarrier
taily, per mouth, by oarrier
Dally, per month, by mall
Dally, three montha, by mail
Daily, tlx months, by mall
Oaily, one year, by mail
Weekly, per mouth
Weekly, per quarter
ff eekly, tlx months.
eekly, per year
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1.00
2.00
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Naw Mkxioam la the oldeet new-oapla New Mexloo. It 1 tent to every
Poatufiice In the Territory and hat a large
tud crowing circulation amouf the Intelligent and progressiva people of thesouthwest.
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Wanted One cent a word each Insertion.
Local Ten eenta per Hue each Insertion.
Beading Local Preferred position Twen-sv-tiv- e
eenta per Hue each Insertion.
Displaye- d- Two dollars an inoh, single column, per mouth In Dally. Una dollar an
auch, single oolumu, lu either English or
.Spanish weekly.
Additional pricea and particulars given on
eoelpt of a copy of matter to be inserted.
ADVERTISING

SATURDAY. MAY 13.
Lord Roberts is more liberal with the
cable at present. That Is natural, for
he is "alning one advantage after the
other over the Boers, and victorious
generals are generally more talkative
than those that are not successful.
The Sioux City Pop. convention has
nominated Bryan for president and
Towne for vice president, and now
nothing remains but for the Kansas
City Democratic convention to indorse
this ticket. Were this to happen, how
happy would the gold Democrats be.
Mark Twain cabled from London that
he Is a candidate for the presidency. He
has not yet decided on what ticket to
run, but he is a candidate, neverthe
less. And why not? Mark's ambition Is
an honorable one, and a good advertise
ment for his books.
Thomas R. Patterson, of Denver,
adroitly managed to take the Populist
convention at Sioux Falls, with pack
and baggage, into the Bryan camp. If
only Colonel Bryan could be elected,
then Mr. Patterson would come in for
something real nice, "such as an ap
pointment as ambassador to the Boers,
or collector of revenue at the port of
Denver, but there Is the "if."
Not every man whose name is Atkinson is an
Fred W.
Atkinson, who comes from Grandmother Hoar's state of Massachusetts, has
been appointed superintendent of public instruction for the Philippine islands. Fred Atkinson is evidently a bet
ter man than Ed Atkinson, despite the
similarity of the names, and he does a
the rcputa
great deal to
tion of the family.

Senator Hanna has announced that
the selection of the candidate for vice
president on the Republican ticket will
be left to the convention at Philadel
phia. The president has weightier mat'
ters to attend to than to capture the
vice presidency for some man or other.
He knows that the delegates to the Re
publican convention are equal to that
lask. .and will make a selection which
will be as satisfactory to him as if will
ht to the people of the United States.

has writCongressman Stephens
ten a letter to his constituents,
in
which he says that he is so busy pushing the international dam bill, and that
its chances of success are so bright,
that he cannot leave Washington to
electioneer for his renomination, and
asks that his friends should do that for
him. This shows that the nefarious
Stephens bill is not dead yet, by any
means, and that the convention at Albuquerque next week will probably be
held just In the nick of time to protest
against the proposed outrage against
New Mexico and Its people.
The Democratic party in Colorado Is
tn poor shape for the November campaign. Its leaders are at loggerheads
with each other, and the party is divided Into several factions, which are
fighting each other harder than they
are fighting the Republicans. Republican leaders at Washington have conceded Colorado to the Democrats, but
they may be surprised when the election returns are compiled in November.
It was not so long ago that Colorado
was a Republican stronghold, and It
will not be long until It will return to
Its former allegiance.
Lord Salisbury made an
speech before the Primrose league this
week. He not only acknowledged that
Great Britain has no friends, but he
went out of his way to arouse the old
enmity that Ireland has against England. Men in the position of Lord
Salisbury should carefully weigh their
public utterances, for they may he of
national as well as International conse
quence. Lord Salisbury may have ex
pressed his convictions, but there are
times when convictions dare not be uttered. If the political fate of Lord Salis
bury alone were at stake, It would not
make so much difference, but the fact
that the welfare of a nation may depend
upon a single utterance of his makes
his lack of tact a serious matter.

If the United States would do for the
arid west what Russia is doing for Siberia, then the west would soon pxceed
the east In wealth and population. Like
the arid west, Siberia has for years
been looked upon as a territory hardly
worth while exploring, and only In comparatively recent years has the attention of the general public been sufficiently aroused to venture upon a partial Investigation. The Russian govern
ment has spent (400,000,000 In building
a railroad through Siberia, and 1b now
pending immense sums for Irrigation
works. Gold, silver, lead and Iron mines
have been opened at public expense,
and colonies are being assisted to settle In all parts of the domain. The population of Siberia has doubled within a
few years, and where there were deserts, before there are now prosperous
settlement and fertile fields. If only a
mall per cent of the money that Russia spent on Siberia were spent by the
United States government In storing
the waters of the west, the result would
astonish the world.

Not to be Hoodwinked.
Press dispatches Indicate that "Old
Bobs" is bobbing toward Pretoria at a
New Mexico people must not be mismost gratifying rate to the English led by the present apparent apathy of
the El Paso newspapers toward the
government.
bill. They have been given to
Stephens
Senator Jones, chairman of the Dem- understand that their
advocacy of the
ocratic national committee, has his bu- bill cannot bring it any votes in conreau of fabrication fully organized, and
gress, and will only help to arouse the
is running It to its fullest capacity, espeople of New Mexico to a protest. But
and
pecially on the
while the El Paso papers are silent, an
line.
active propaganda is being pushed all
over the country in favor of the interTo show that he is a plain man and
national dam project, and it is this
d
a
son of toil. Colonel
propaganda with which the internaIs
now
own
valise
his
Bryan
carrying
dam speculators hope to arouse
from railroad stations to depots and tional
sentiment that the memsuch
strong
vice versa. The more money a man has
will be persuaded co
bers
of
congress
the more he wants, even if he has to
vote for the bill. The El Paso papers at
carry his own valise.
present are loud in their expressions of
friendship and love for New Mexico.
The Hon. Bill Joel Stone,
say: "We will build the internaThey
of Missouri, and chairman of the ex- tional dam first, not because It will be
ecutive committee of the Democratic for the benefit of any one in El Paso,
national committee, Is making a great oh dear, no! no! no! but because it setplay for second place on the Democrat
tles this vexed international dispute.
ic ticket with Colonel Bryan. His Then we will turn about and
help build
chances, however, seem to be slim.
the Elephant Butte dam." But they
never mention the clause in the SteA great deal of sensational testimony phens bill which provides for fine and
in the Goebel murder case has been imprisonment for any one who, if the
brought out In the Kentucky courts. hill becomes a law, would attempt to
There is but one trouble about it, that build the Elephant Butte or any other
nobody, not even the grand jury thai dam or reservoir or ditch along the Rio
found the indictments, believes any of Grande or any of Its tributaries.
It. Justice in Kentucky these days is
New Mexico cannot be hoodwinked In
either blind or drunk.
that manner, and It will make a protest
at Albuquerque next Wednesday that
A Missouri Democratic congressman
will reverberate in the halls of congress
franks his laundry home to be washed. and will expose the utter"1 selfishness
and has it returned to Washington free and iniquity that are at the bottom of
of charge, all under the government
the international dam scheme.
stamp. That fellow is saving at both
ends. He believes that the perquisites
WESTERN LEGISLATION.
of offices belong to him who hold offices. This is good Democratic doctrine, A Number of Bills Affecting tho Great West
as the history of Democratic officials
Introduced In Coneress.
in New Mexico amply shows.
Representative Jones of Washington
has introduced a bill providing that
new forest reserves shall not be created
The Census.
In less than three weeks the taking or additions to existing reserves made
of the census will commence. Of course, except by act of congress.
Representative King of Utah Introevery city and town in New Mexico desires to make as good a showing in pop- duced a bill in the house for the benefit
ulation as possible. The census taking of mining prospectors in the western
must be completed in the two weeks states. It provides that assessment
from June 1 to June 15. Many people In work in excess of $100, which may be
the territory will not be at home during done upon any claim may be credited
that time, and they should make ar upon adjoining claims in the same
rangements that their names are given group. Heretofore under present laws
to the census enumerator, so that a full assessment has been required upon
count of the population of the territory each claim.
An amendment to the sundry civil
will be had. The census figures should
be such as to convince congress and the appropriation bill, providing that per
country that New Mexico is not the sons actually residing tn or near any
least among the commonwealths of the forest reservation may, without charge,
union, and that it is entitled to state under the rules and regulations to be
hood by the mere fact of its population prescribed by the secretary of the In
terior, remove from such reservation
and wealth.
dead and down timber for their own
Worried Democrats
use as firewood, for the improvement of
The Virginia Democrats are in a sor their houses, mining claims and farms,
led by was reported favorably to the senate.
ry plight. The expansionists,
Senator Warren's bill for therelief of
Senator Daniels, clamor for recognition,
and so the platform makers adroitly persons who made the first payment for
avoided the words "expansion" and desert lands under the act of March 3
"imperialism" in the platform, and 1876, but who were unable to perfect en
simply said, "we are for the republic as try thereof, has been reported favoragainst the empire." Of course, the ably to the senate. The bill provides
most rabid expansionist cannot take that any person who was unable for
exception to that expression, unless he any cause other than his own unlawful
claims that It is mere buncombe. Bui act, to make final entry of such lands
hardljhad the expansionists of the shall be refunded such first payment by
party been placated when the goldites, the secretary of the interior.
The house committee on public lands
who, In 1896, had 40,000 votes, wanted to
favorably
have some concessions, and the plat reported
Representative
form makers struck all references to Mondell's bill amending United States
the free coinage of silver and 16 to 1 statutes relative to place of making af
out of the platform. Other wings of the fidavits and proofs for land entries. It
poor old party In Virginia will be heard provides that hereafter all affidavits
from later, and by the time the plat- and proofs and oaths of any kind re
form makers are done trimming the quired to be made by entrjroen under
timber cul
platform they may have evolved a the homestead,
somewhat respectable document that ture, desert land and timber and stone
will come near being like the Republic acts may be made before any officer
authorized to administer the same at
an platform.
any place In the land district in which
the lands are situated.
The Army Canteen
Representative Bell of Colorado, with
The opposition to the army canteen
is so widespread that it is worth while the aid of other members of the public
to find out what an army canteen really lands committee, will make an effort to
is. By the discussion it has caused pass the Navajo reservation bill over
many people imagine It to be a sort of the president's veto. Mr. Bell says that
hobgoblin that makes it its special the president has been misinformed
business to ruin the soldiers of the about the facts In the case. The Indians
United States. But the army canteen on the reservation favor opening It for
or post exchange, as It is legally known mining purposes, as under the proviis an application of the principles of co sions of the bill they would receive a
operation to the little world of an army royalty upon the product of the mines,
post. The soldier desires to buy many Agency employes, Mr. Bell states, are
articles which are not included In his at the bottom of the trouble, and It Is
rations or his clothing supplies. He al- asserted they are opposing the opening
so has the natural human desire to of the reserve so that they may have
meet his comrades for social Intercourse an opportunity themselves of working
and amusement. These wants the post some of the mining prospects. While a
exchange supplies. It is the soldier's vigorous effort will be made to over
general store, restaurant, reading room come the veto, it is thought It will not
and club. It sells him articles of food meet with success.
and clothing, writing materials and
DEMOCRATIC EXTRAVAGANCE.
personal necessities at prices lower
civilian
he
the
would
dealers,
than
pay
The dost of the Albuquerque Oity Govern
It provides him with a reading room,
nient Last Tear Was $50,000 and
where the principal periodicals are
Mighty Little to Show For It.
kept on file, and often with a library.
(Albuquerque Citizen.)
It sometimes contains a billiard table
Under Democratic rule this territory
and general appliances for checkers,
chess and other table games. It sells and this city yere plunged deeply In
debt. The whole work of the Republic
him tea, coffee and other
an party the past three years has been
beverages, and cooked food, and provides a clean and decent place in which to provide against bankruptcy caused
he can eat. It sometimes, but not al by reckless Democratic extravagance.
ways, sells the soldier beer and light That the Republicans have faithfully
wines in very moderate and strictly carried this burden and disposed of it
limited quantities. But whether it sells in a satisfactory manner is clearly
beer or not is within the discretion of shown by the fact that the credit of the
the officer commanding the post. He territory has been put upon such a
generally only authorizes such sale sound basis that the Democratic debt
whenever he Is satisfied that giving to was funded at 4 per cent interest.
Last year the receipts of this city
the troops the opportunity of obtain
ing such beverage within the post llm were over $45,000, and only one bond of
its will prevent them from resorting to $500 was paid. The receipts were the
strong drink at places without such largest In the history of the olty, and
limits, and tend to promote1 temperance were caused by the diligence of the Reand discipline among them. No beer publican marshal, and the operations of
dare be sold on Sunday, nor to a man the Duncan revenue law, forcing delin
under the Influence of liquor, nor in quent taxpayers to settle up, and by
quantity large enough to enable a man Republican prosperity. The year before
to get drunk. It must be consumed on the city received $41,019.06, and paid
the premises, and treating is not per- $6,000 of the bonded debt of this city.
mitted. Gambling In any manner Is The Republicans were In control then.
prohibited, and noisy or disorderly con The year before, 1898, the Republicans
duct is not allowed. All the profits of were In power In this city, and the re
the canteen are devoted to the Improve- ceipts were $40,038.59. That year $1,500
' '
ment of Its accommodations and facili of the bonded debt was paid.
During the past year the receipts
ties, or to the betterment of the men's
mess, or to payment of bands and pub were about $5,000 over the previous
11c amusements.
The canteen Is really year, and with the Interest expense
an Institution Intended to promote tern greatly reduced, yet only $500 of the
perance, and to Improve the assocla bonded debt was paid.
At the first meeting of the new counHong of soldiers. That It does promote
temperance Is the verdict of nearly ev cil last month a new office yra& created
ery civilian and official observer of Its for one of the Democratic' politicians
workings. At every garrison the estab who wished to take a vacation and rest,
llshment of the canteen has been fol and the expense of the city was thereby
lowed by a marked decrease of the av Increased $1,000 a year.
The city council should pay off sever
erage number of men under punish
rhent, especially after pay day. Its al thousand dollars of the bonded debt
this year, but the chances are that tt
opponents are not only prohibitionists,
near will not be done.
but every saloon-keepanywhere
. ! n ... KnMiI XT,.
n
h4m .1 1tn..Aa. Invitations and programs for com
dealers and prohibitionists agree to op mencement exercises at the New Mex
pose the same thing, but, strange as It lean Printing Company's office. Sam
may seem, they do In this Instance.
ples upon application.
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Monteauma Lodge No. 1, A
F. A A. M. Keg-nla- r
communication first Monday
aeh month at Uasoule
iat 'i :ju p. m.
W. B. HABHOl'N,

of
jstinate disease Catarrh is, regarding it as a simple inflammation
tion is given it. But, however insignificant it may seem at first, it
.
s.
in
circulation poison the entire system. The stomach, kidneys
this catarrhal poison, and when the lungs are reached its progress
ids in consumption.
of
ises of hearing and smell are in part or entirely lost, the soft bones
greatly disfiguring the face. While sprays,
ing intense suffering and
r relief, no permanent benefit can be expected from such treatment.

horny-hande-
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SOCIETIES.

FORERUNNER OF
CONSUMPTION.

2"!

Seoretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, R.
M. Regular convocation second
Honda? In each month at Ida
onto Hall at 7 :it0 p. m.
Mabcus Eldodt,

Abthub Sbliqm ah,
Secretory.

TI0NAL OR BLOOD DISEASE,

4Ji

S. S

puts nev

F. 8. DaviS,
Reoorder.

rh, which became so
Mrs.
part of the bone,
seated tht
ve me up as incurable. 1
sloughed
ce. It seemed to get at the
determln,
cured, and for more than
seat of the disease, ana ant. a .... ..
(even years have had no sign of the disease.'
S. S. S. is made of roots, herbs and barks ot wonderful tonical and purifying
known, and a certain and safe
properties. It is the only vegetable blood purifier Blood
and Skin Diseases, and at
cure for all blood troubles. Send for our book on

the same time write our physicians about your case. They will cheerfully give you
any information or advice wanted. We make no charge for this.

service of the weather bureau, and
gives a general idea of the relative intensity of heat as Indicated by the metallic thermometer:

THE SOPERB CLIMATE
Santa Fe Has Fine Summers and
Moderate Winters with Equable

iMean Tem

perature,
8a. m.

Temperature.

1
2 3

NEARLY ALWAYS PLEASANT

J!

8

p.m.

I
8

4

Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Denver
Healthful and the Country Chosen
Dps Moines....
Detroit
for Sanitariums.
Galveston
Kansas City...
Memphis.. .. ..
A knowledge of the contour of New New i rrleans. .
Na Yi.rk ....
Mexico in relation to the surrounding
Pliilu.l.lphia.,
St. Louis
country is necessary to clearly underan r'raucisoo
stand the cause of its cUmatic advant- Satita
Fe
ages, that are not possebsed by any Washington...
other part of the United States. A

60
69
57
60
51
63
56
78
58
66
74
6
64
61
56
52
64

The Salubrious Atmosphere of the Terri
tory and Reasons Why the Climate Ib

study of the Rocky mountain region
the fact that the great chain
from the far north is broken in Its continuity as it leaves Colorado. In New
Mexico there are smaller ranges with
here and there lofty peaks with timbered slopes and barren crowns ' to reFrom
lieve the clouds of moisture.
them Incline fertile valleys and grassy
upland plains to the gulf region until
when the southern border is reached,
there are no mountains between New
Mexico and the southern water. Three
fourths of this territory has an altitude
jf 5,000 feet. At the southern border
the valleys have dropped to from 3,000
to 4,000 feet, while the Santa Fe valley,
at the capital city, has an altitude of
6,967 feet at the plaza.
A country of such varied altitudes
must have some variety In climate,, hut
the variation is In degrees of temperature mainly, for In general the climate
of New Mexico is dry and salubrious.
The rainfall Is principally confined to
showers in the summer, with little rain
or snow in the winter, except in the
northern part of the territory.
Near the extreme southern line, in
the Sacramento mountains, a lofty
peak is the first considerable elevation
met with, as the moisture-lade- n
gulf
clouds drift to the northwest, and this
precipitates rain to greater extent than
any other mountain, the rainfall there
having in exceptional seasons been estimated at 48 inches. But over the territory the normal precipitation ranges
from 8 to 35 inches, according to eleva
tion.
COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE.
The southern valleys are, ot course,
the warmest portions of New Mexico In
the summer, but the hottest are pleas-antin midsummer than the east, because the air is dry, rapidly absorbs the
dampness of the skin and has a cooling
effect. The weather is never oppressive,
the nights are always cool enough to
sleep under cover and generally under
a blanket.
Santa Fe, being up out of the great
valley of the territory, is especially
blessed as to summer temperature. The
highest record by the thermometer In
this city In twenty-si- x
years was 96 degrees in 1878, an extreme rarely approached. In the last ten years 91 was
the highest absolute temperature. It
should be borne In mind that In a dry
climate the record of the metallic thermometer does not indicate the real tern,
perature felt by a human body, which
is cooled by the drying effect of the air.
It has been demonstrated that a temperature of 90 at Santa Fe is not more
oppressive and heating than 72 at St.
Louis, or at any place with a humid climate.
The following table was made up
from reports of the climate and crop
ls

er

Do You Cough?
" I guess I used to be like everybody else.
When I caught cold, I just let it alone, think-In- g
it would
sure itself in
s few days ;
it course the

coughing
nd

spitting

mucus
jf
sometimes

lasted
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SANTA FE SUMMER.
Were Santa Fe located in sight of St.
Louis or Chicago, with its present elevation, residents of such place would
behold a city more than a mile and a
quarter skyward, above the hot, malarial, moisture-soake- d
earth, in a purer
which all would seek.
atmosphere,
Should they behold the city where she
is they would find a still cooler and
purer atmosphere, where there is little
moisture, a porous soil to drain away
the rain that comes, and a precipitous
descent for escape of the snow-fe- d
streams and gorges In sight of the city.
The records show that no other city
in the same latitude possesses so oool a
summer temperature as Santa Fe,
where the average is 67 degrees and the
change between night and day temperature too slight to be detrimental to
health. Thanks to elevation, to wooded
mountains far southward, and shelter
from the hot. winds of Arizona that are
warded off by the rising series of mountain ranges between Santa Fe and the
sandy, lower levels of desert, this city
Is the coolest south of the upper lake
region. It is far cooler than Denver, has
thermometer readings about as low as
San Diego, and Is free from the humid
heat of the coast.
THE WINTER SEASON.
One who has not seen the lay of the
land might think that an elevated place
having so delightful a summer climate
would have a severe winter. Tet this is
not true. The winter temperatur.- Is not
so low as In the lower Ohio valley, and
Is free from moisture, there being less
of cloudy weather In winter than In
summer. To the north, the great mountains of Colorado receive the greatest
snowfall, and break the force of northern winds; other mountains closer stand
guard to shelter the Santa Fe valley,
which lies at their feet. To the east a
range keeps out the cold northers as
they rush southward to Texas. Westward also, nature has Interposed barriers to shield New Mexico from gales,
and when a wind finds its way up the
winding Rio Grande, Santa Fe receives
but the feather edge of the blow.
NEW MEXICO SANITARIUMS.
Sunny,' bright days mark the winter
season, which, until Christmas at least,
Is quite as delightful as the glorious
summer, though crisp and cool. Even
the spring months In Santa Fe cannot
be equaled for mildness in any eastern
state. While hundreds of tourists visit
the city In summer and make a more or
-
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(Signed)

Carrie

251 Gold St.,

Schwab,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bold at 25c., 80c. and $1 a bottlo. throughout
the United States and Canada ; and in England, at Is. 2d., 2s. 8d., 4s. 6d. If you are not
satisfied after buying, return the bottle to
your druggist, and get your money back.
W.

Tempera-

Stations
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Bolton"

94
95

Buffalo
New York

Cincinnati
Memphis
Denver

Santa Fe
HI Paso
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40.77 133 70 162 121
31.72 65 145 155 156

130 108 127 135
105 124 136 J33
137 114 114 125
144 111 110 100
,
151 90 124 115
16; 99 104 121
46.03 160 108 97 108
100
10
89
68 15.37 98 180 87
96 -- 14
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51
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Philadelphia...

Chicago.
Kansas City.. ..
St, Louis

-

No. of Days.

ture.

96
95
102
101
98

7
-- 20
-- 4
-- 2
-- 10

59 44.27
60 42.04
51125.85
57 30.21
64 40.17
68 43 89
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MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Msxleo.
CHAS. A. SPIBSS.
Attorney at law. Will praotloe InM. all
torlal oourtt. East Las Vegas, N,

terri;

GEO. W. KNAEBBL,
In Griffin Block. Collections

and

Office

searching titles a specialty.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,

Santa Fe, Naw Mexloo.
Catron Block.
Lawyer

Offlos

CHAS. F. BASLBT,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law, Banta Fe, N. M. Land and
mining business a specialty.
R.

(- -)

C

GORTNER,

.

District attorney for the
Attorney at Law. counties
of Santa Fe, San
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D.W.UANLBT.
Christian man or woman to
Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner of Plaaa
of
for
position
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JTlsoher't
qualify
over
Drug Store.
trust in your home county; $850 yearly.
Inclose
stamped envelope to R. S. Wallace, General SecreThe El Paso & Northeastern
tary, care of the New Mexican.
AND

WANTED

Alamogordo & Sacramento
Mountain Ry.

Instituted

SCHOOL, OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AND SUPPORTED BT THE TERRITORY.

Session Begins September,

'9, Ends June,

1 900.

s,

Roswell Is a noted health
excellent people.

Saperimenaeni

SalpQur Springs

TIME TABLE NO.
... (Mountain Time.)

Train leaves El Paso

B.

;;;

a. m.
2:30 p. m,

10:30

Arrives Alamogordo
Arrives Capltan...'.
8:30p.m.
8:45 a.m.
Trains leaves Capltan
2:00 p. m,
Arrives Alamogordo
ArrlveB El Paso.....
7:00p.m.
(Dally except Sunday.) ".
Trains run via Jarllla, the Great Gold
and Copper Camp, on Tuesdays and:
Fridays.
Trains leave Alamogordo tor Tobog
gan, on the Bummlt of the Sacramento,
twice a day.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At Tularosa For Mescalero Indian
Agency and San Andreas mining re
gion.
At Carrisosa For White Oaks, Jlca-- j
rlllas, Gallinas and surrounding coun
--

Five Teachers (Men), and Matron. Accommodations for 800 Students.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
all conveniences.
baths, water-work-

Siae

and Express Line.
W.t Trimble & Co's Stage and Express Line will make
through connections from Santa Fe to the famous Sulthe world's wonder
phur Springs summer resort, via
mining town, Bland, twice each week.
Stage leaves Santa Fe Wednesdays and Saturdays at
6:30 a.m. and arrive at Sulphur Springs at 7 p. m. same
day stopping one hour at Bland for dinner. 7
Returning; will leave Sulphur Springs at a. m. and
arrive at Santa Fe at 7:30 p. m. Thursdays and Mondays.
Stages are well equipped for carrying complete camping outfits.

n
.bJ ,klul Tllll(
of each month at Odd Fellows' hall. Vlsltluf
brothers and sisters weloome. Noble
Grand.
Mrs. Allw Browk,
Hiss Salmi VahAksdmj., Secretary.

used before
figures above Indicates below zero.

Note The minus sign

mE MILITARY

Santa Fe, Maim ami

0.

LODOB. No. 9, 1. 0.
MYRTLE . REBEKAH
-- 1

Eli
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;hange in the weather started the coughing
igain. The last cold was the most severe of
ill. I was really frightened. Cough drops
ind home treatment did no rood. A friend
Jold me about Acker's English Remedy. I
oi a ooiite, ana you never saw tne like or
the way it acted. Before the bottle was gone
1 was well.
My throat felt as strong and well
is could be. Since then I have had no more
trouble. I think Acker's English Remedy so
itrengthens the delicate lining of the throat
that It easily resists the changes in temperature, anditbuildsupthe constitution aswell."

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT No. 8, 1. O. O.
P.: Regular communication the second ana
ronrtn luesaay ot cnon myu.u
juu
lows' hall; visitlnsr patHarohs welcome.
TO. at. o. II uuun
J. E. Hainis, Scribe.

ICS- 33. ?. O.
SUNSHINE RECORDS.
As to the latter point, the latest figSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B., holds Its
ures available from the government rec- regular
sessions on the second and fourth
of each month. Visiting brothords are those of 1897, the year book of Wednesdays
invited and weloome.
are
ers
189S having not yet been published. The
J. A. Massib, Exalted Ruler.
T. J. Hlm, Secretary.
summer of 1897, as It happened, was unusually cloudy and rainy at Santa Fe,
yet the superiority of this city In the
matter of days that were sunny
throughout, can be seen by a few comparisons with places In various parts of
ATTOBMBltB AT JbAW.
the country.

Roswell, New Mexico.

that

We

Lis

6A.

CO., ATLANTA,

less protracted stay, the number who
come to remain permanently, for the curative effect upon tuberculous diseases
is all the while increasing. The proportion of the latter will be undoubtedly
enlarged in consequence of the indorsement given New Mexico's climate by
the United States marine hospital service, which 'has in 1899 established two
permanent sanitariums in the territory,
and will maintain them as homes for
soldiers and sailors afflicted or threatened with tubercular troubles. Many
years of life at New Mexico army posts
and a careful examination by experts
led the authorities to take this action
in the interest of military invalids, and
It is also intended to remove to New
Mexico consumptive Inmates of soldiers'
homes in California and eastern states.
Favorable conditions exist all over
New Mexico for restoration to health or
for improving the condition of such sufferers; a dry, aseptic air, light atmospheric pressure, well drained soil, a
minimum of cold and heat, the absence
of great changes In temperature and a
maximum of sunshine.

Military

jach cold was worse man the one before. My
ihroat seemed to get weaker, and the least

,

SWIFT SPECIFIC

R. S. Hamilton, Roswell
ilatban Jaffa. Roswell.
Charles Wilson, Roswell,
J. C. Lea, Roswell,
S, O. Cameron, Eddy,
particulars address;

sub-rid- e,

O. F.

bellow,
lii atTodd
welcome.
hall. Tlsltlnc brothers always
Miieht.kisbn. N. G.

Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each.
3,700 feet above sea level;

(rouble
would

O- -

PARADISIC
LODGS
No. 2, l.O.O. P., meets

THE NEW MEXICO

resort,

but after a

iced,

M
56
46

sjfs

tfi

X.

Tnltlon, board, and laundry, 9900 per session.

sev-ar- al

how-ave-

3

?!

steam-heate'

weeks,

ways

2

H.P.

Santa Fe Commander; No.l
K. T. Rearular conclave fourth
Monday Tn each month at Ma
soulo Hall at 7:80 p. m.
S. U. Cabtwhiqht, B. C.

them for a cure lose valuable time, meet with disap-i- l
a real blood remedy can reach this troublesome and dangerous disease.
Ids up the blood, purifies it, makes it rich and healthy, stimulates and
relieves the system of all poisonous accumulations.

TV, ,e who rely upon

'

and far
pointme

F. P. Cbiohtom,

try.

'

-

'

.,"''-- '

At Walnut For Nogal.
At Capltan For Fort Stanton Sant
tarlum, Gray, Lincoln, Richardson, Ru
Idosa and Bonlto country.
At Toboggan For Pine Springs, Elk,
Weed, Upper Penasco, Penagco and the 6
entire Sacramento mountain region.
For Information of any kind
the railroads or the country adja
cent thereto, call on or write to
A. S. GREIG,
General Superintendent and Traffla
Alamogordo, N. M.
Manager,
IT. ALEXANDER.
Asst. Gen. F. and
P. Agent,
Alamogordo, N. M.
Or F. E. MORRISS, Agent, El Paso,
Texas.'"

Artlstlo programs for commencement
'
exercises at the New Mexican office.
Samples cheerfully furnished.

8'-

I
Locomotives Run With OIL
on
the
railroads
One of the largest
Pacific Coast has decided to substitute
oil In place of coal as fuel on its engines,
lint whether the experiment will prove
a success remains to be seen. In this
respect it differs from the famous
Stomach Bitters, which has
made a decided success in its fifty years
of cures of stomach ills such as dyspepsia,
Indigestion and biliousness. Do not experiment with unknown remedies when
this safe and reliable medicine can be
had of any druggist. Try a bottl") and
be convinced. It will build up your
debilitated system, strengthen your
weak stomach and make It capable of
digesting the food taken into it, and
when this Is done health must naturally
follow.
Love is Blind.
For several weeks I've been skillfully
preparing her mind for my proposal.
Was she prepared?
She has been engaged to another man
for two months.
Hos-tetter- 's

W. S. Musser, Millheim, Pa., saved the

life of his little girl by giving her One
Minute Cough Cure when she was dying
from croup. It Is the only hamless remIt
edy that gives immediate results.
quickly cures coughs, colds, bronchitis,
grippe, asthma and all throat and lung
troubles. Ireland's Pharmacy.
'

railing in Lova.

love-shpCasey 01 was hovlng a little
wid me woi'e whin Ol fell.
Hogan Oi see. 01 often fall in love
wid me woife the same way.

"It Is with a good deal of pleasure and
satisfaction that I recommend Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy," says Druggist A. W.
of Hartford, Conn. "A lady customer, seeing the remedy exposed for
sale on my showcase, said to me: 'I
really believe that medicine saved my
life the past summer while at the shore,"
and she became so enthusiastic over Its
merits that I af once made up my mind
to recommend It in the future. Recently
a gentleman came into my store so overcome with colic pains that he sank
at once to the floor. I gave him a dose
of this remedy, which helped him. I
Saw-tell-

e,

repeated the dose, and In fifteen minutes
he left my store smiling, Informing me
that he felt as well as ever. Sold by

Ireland's Pharmacy.
An Explanation.
"Is Mr. Mangier a salt water sailor?
There's something so suggestive of the
brine about him."
I guess It's cause he's corned so often.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"After suffering from piles for fifteen

years I was cured by using two boxes
of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve," writes
W. J. Baxter, North Brook, N. C. It
heals everything. Beware of counterfeits. Lreland's Pharmacy.
The Savage Bachelor.
"They say," said the Sweet Young
Thing, "that a postponed wedding is
unlucky."
"Who are they?" asked the Savage
Bachelor. The women and the furniture dealers? Indianapolis Press.
SICK HEADACHE ABSOLUTELY

AND PERMA- -

nently cured by using Mokl Tea. A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation
and Indigestion, makes you eat, sleep,
work and happy. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. 25 cts. and 60 cts.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.

A VISIT

TO

mm

PARIS.

'

Ben C. Truman, well known as n
newspaper writer in Chicago, is now in
Paris and in a recent letter offers,
through the Chicago Chronicle, some
suggestions to those contemplating a
visit to that city during the exposition. He says:
"The hotels have all raised their
rates from 40 to 80 per cent. IJhe Grand
hotel is the leading robber of the gang.
Twenty years ago a good room could
be secured there for six francs per day,
candles and attendance included; coffee
for two francs, dejeuner a la
four francs, and dinner for six,
including wine. Ten years ago, during
the exposition of 1889, the same room
was seven francs, coffee three francs,
dejeuner five francs and dinner seven,
including wine. Now, however, the
same room (incandescent light) is 15
francs, coffee four francs, dejeuner
Jive francs and dinner seven,"or about
$6 per day, and all the meuls skimpy
same thing every day; same old
poulette and chicken salad twice a day.
Can you imagine so prodigious a steal
as 80 cents for a cup of abominable
e,

coffee and a few counted rolls? The
Continental and L'Athanee chargt
about the same. All the other hotels
of account charge about from 18 to 28
francs per duy for full board per month
or per day everything is so much
per day, even if it is by the month or

"And then you are compelled to fee
from six to ten people almost continually. Elegant pensions, engineered
by widows of 'distinguished and lamented army and navy officers,' are
hohigher priced than the high-rattels, while life at a regulur pension
means taking chances of being starved
or frozen to death. Next to the hotels
and pensions as freebooters come the
stores, that have put up their prices
quite 40 per cent.'
"Hats and shoes ar.e 50 per cent, dearer than in 1889; neckties that range
from 25 cents to 50 cents in New York.
Sun Francisco and Los Angeles, range
from three francs (60 cents) to seven
francs ($1.40) here and this is the
country of silk manufactures! Cotton, linen and woolen goods have near-- y
all advanced from 20 to 60 per cent,
over what they were in 1889. Canes and
umbrellas and such from 20 to 40 per
cent. Shirts, handkerchiefs and gloves
seem not to have advanced so much.
"Druggists' goods have gone diabolically out of all sight of all grades of
polite robbery. A prescription that
would cost 25 cents in San Francisco
is $1 here. An ounce of castor oil is
60 cents, a pint of witch hazel is 90
cents and an ounce of borax 40 cents.
Candies, fruit, clarets, tobacco, cigars
and cigarettes are the only things that
have not been atrociously advanced.
Soap, lead pencils, pen, ink and paper
have advanced 100 per cent. Omnibus
rates are six cents as against four cents
some years ago. The only thing cheap
in Paris
is the cub, which is still
only 30 cents from uny one point to another within the city, for from one to
three persons, or 40 cents per hour for
same. I have met a score or more of
Americans who had come here to stay
for several months, but who are going
back on the North German Lloyd
steamer of the 18th. All of these go
home without making purchases, and
none of them will return by the French
line. Really, the foreign
feeling
against the hotels and stores here is
intense, and the American and English papers of Paris publish complaints
of some kind daily." Truinan is an
old traveler and knows what he is talk
ing about. It would seem as if the exposition were a good place to stay
away from.
e
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and t I. Large size contains 2 times
BookalluboutUyspepsla mailed free
I by E. C. DeWITT & CO. Chicago.

.

I's Pharmacy.

EXPERIENCE

IS THE BEST TEACHER.

USE

Acker's English Remedy In any case of
coughs, colds or croup. Should it fall
to give Immediate relief, money refunded. 25 cts. and 50 cts.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.

No Trouble.
"Some men," said the Cornfed Philosopher, "are like plate glass. They
make a great front, but it is no trouble
them." Indianapolis
to see through
Press.

Biliousness is a condition characterized by a disturbance of the digestive
organs. The stomach is debilitated, the
liver torpid, the bowels constipated.
There is a loathing of food, pains In the
bowels, dizziness, coated tongue and
vomiting, first of the undigested or
partly digested food and then of bile.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets allay the disturbances of the stomach and create a healthy appetite. They
also tone up the liver to a healthy action and regulate the bowels. Try them
and you are certain to be much pleased
with the result. For sale by A. C.

- Ho Royal Koad.
"There Is no royal road to success."
"That depends what you are playlng-I- n

some games, you know, when the ace
Is out the king's all right." Chicago

Record.
Try the new remedy for costlveness,
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Every box guaranteed. Price, 25
cents. For sale by A. C. Ireland.

It

Depends.
Can a man live with a brok-

Teacher
en back?
Bright Pupil It dependth, ma'am, on
whoth back it 1th. Judge.
J. Q. Hood, Justice of the Peace, Crosby, Miss., makes the following statement: "I can certify that One Minute
Cough Cure will do all that is claimed
for it. My wife could not get her breath
and the first dose of It relieved her. It
has also benefited my whole family." It
acts Immediately and cures coughs,
colds, croup, grippe, bronchitis, asthma
and all throat and lung troubles. Ire-

land's Pharmacy.
The Trouble with Turkey.

The powers, remarked Mrs. Snaggs,
are always presenting collective notes to
the Sultan of Turkey.
But his own notes are uncollectable,
added Mr. Snaggs.
Miss Florence Newman, who has been
a great sufferer from muscular rheumatism, says Chamberlain's Pain Balm
Is the only remedy that affords her relief. Miss Newman Is a much respected
resident of the village of Gray, N. T.,
and makes this statement for the benefit of others similarly afflicted. This liniment Is for sale by Ireland's Pharmacy.

because its superior tonic qualities

are thoroughly
established by the medical fraternity
and all users universally. It gives
appetite, health, vigor is welcomed
by the new mother, the aged, the
weak, the convalescent. Prepared by

in inuor only a short time and got alone
well: better than I ever did before. My baby 18
a fine boy, now two months old, and has never
been tick any. I cannot find words sufficient
to express my praise of Dr. Pierce's medicine.
I never miss an opportunity to recommend It.

aj

I hope all suffering ladle will consult him, for
they will be benefited by taking his medicine."
Fierce
are treated in the most
Letters to Dr.
acred confidence, and never published without
permission, and the most careful, professional
advice ia given by return mail free of charge.
Women would understand their own men-

tal and physical natures better; they would
make better wives and mothers; they would
be every way healthier, happier, and more
capable, by reading and studying Dr.
illustrated
Pierce's great thousand-pagbook, The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser.
It is a veritable, complete
unity medical library in one magnificent
volume. More than half a million copies
have been sold at Ji.jo each, but a free
will be sent to any
copy,
t
of ai
woman
stamps,
to pay the cost of mailing only; or if a
bound
book
handsome
cloth
is
heavier,
preferred, send 31 stamps.
.

e

:

paper-boun-

one-cen-

Beyond Competition.
Duggles I can't understand. Ruggles,
why a man of ytur ability should throw
away his chances and go to driving a
garbage wagon.
Ruggles- - Weil, I wanted- - to adopt
some profession which these correspondence schools do not teach by mall In
six weeks, and really that Is the only
one that I could think off.
DYSPEPSIA

CAN

BE

CURED BY USING

ACKER'S

Dyspepsia Tablets. One little Tablet
will give Immediate relief or money refunded. Sold in handsome tin boxes at
25 cts.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
He Was Little.
Who
Sunday school superintendent:
has given us that beautiful story of the
life of the Master, and revealed to us the
objects and purposes of his mission here
on earth?
Johnnie: The Apostles, sir.
Older sister: Hush, Johnnie: (Apologetically.) He's little, sir, and he don't
know about Mr. Watson and Mr.

And I said Hay John Hay.
Oh! Yonkers Statesman.

Where She Belongs.
that brahma hen over
there? Inquired the dorking rooster of
mch Intensity the woman re- - the
favorite of the harem. Isn't she the
aese lines:
conceited looking thing you ever
"The boast of heraldry, the pomp of most
saw?
power,
She Is, clucked the favorite. I under
And all that beauty, all that wealth stand
she hatched out 15 chicks this
e'er gave,
morning.
Await alike the inevitable hour!
I suppose, said the rooster with fine
The paths of glory lead but to the
sarcasm, that the circumtances con
gravel
to the smart
vinces her that she
Then, with tears in her eyes, she set. Cleveland Plaidbelongs
Dealer.
turned to her entourage and said:
"Do you know, I would rather be the
"DeWitt's Little Early Risers are the
autnor 01 tnat verse than to get up an finest pills I ever used." D. J. Moore,
new
for
the
sandwiches
absolutely
filling
Ala. They quickly cure all
I shall serve at my 5 o'clock tomorrow: Mlllbrook,
This seemed Incredible, and yet she liver and bowel troubles. Ireland's
spoke as from the heart. Detroit Pharmacy.
Journal.
A Woman's Question.
"I see," he remarked, as he looked up
A FRIGHTFUL BLUNDER
from his paper, "that the British have
Will often cause a horrible Burn, Scald,
recovered that battery of guns "
Cut or Bruise. Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
"What was it covered with the first
the best in the World, will kill the pain time, dear? she sweetly asked. Cleveand promptly heal It. Cures Old Sores, land Plain Dealer.
Fever Sores, Ulcers, Bolls, Felons,
Nasal
(pioltiy yields to treatCorns, all Skin Eruptions. Best Pile ment by Jtitarrli
Ely's Cream Balm, which is agreecure on earth. Only 25 cts. a box. Cure ably aromatic.
It is received through the
guaranteed. Sold by Fischer & Co., nostrils, cleansoa and heals the whole sur
face
over
diffuses itself. Druggists
it
which
druggists.
sell the 50o. size; Triul size by Dual, 10
cents. Test it and you are sure to continue
Another Hope Clone.
It seems to hih the treatment,
Diggs (disgustedly;)
Announcement.
that those psychological cranks are
To accommodate thuso who are partial
carrying things altogether too far.
to the use of atomizers iu applying liquids
Riggs Why, what are they at now?
into the nasaUpassages for mUvnlial triw-bkDiggs: O here is a notice of an ad
the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
dress by Professor Foolische on "Men
tal Telepathy lietween the Living and liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
Price including the
the Dead." 1 had always supposed Liquid Creum Bitlin.
praying tube is Y; cents. Druggists or by
that the grave would be a safe refuge mail.
embodies the medThe
form
liquid
from those people, but it seems that a
icinal properties of the solid preparation.
man can t escape them even there.

ifathomable Is Woman.
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St. Louis, U. S. A.
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He Got Ont of It.
AUGUST FLOWER.
Mr. Grouch, said the toustmaster, will
a surprising fact," says Prof,
Houton, "that in my travels in all parts now respond to the toast, The Ladies.
The Savage Bachelor arose, pale and
of the world, for the last ten years, I
determined.
have met more people having used
The ladles, said he. The ladies God
Green's August Flower than any other bless them, nevertheless! Indianapolis

"It

Is

remedy, for dyspepsia, deranged liver
I
and stomach, and for constipation.
And for tourists and salesmen, or for
persons Ailing office positions, where
headaches and general bad feelings
from Irregular habits exist, that Green's
Augusc Flower is a grand remedy. It
GLORIOUS NEWS
does not Injure the system by frequent
Comes from Dr. D. B. Carglle, of Washuse, and Is excellent for sour stomachs
of
bottles
T.
He
writes: "Four
ita, I.
Sample bottles free
Electric Bitters has cured Mrs. Brewer and indigestion."
of scrofula, which had caused her great at Ireland's Drug Store. Sold by deal
ers in all civilized countries.
suffering for years. Terrible sores would
break out on her head and face, and the
A Natural Diplomat.
best doctors could give no help; but her
"Shrewd fellow, that Bllggins," said
cure Is complete and her health Is exyoung man. "lie s a natural diplocellent." This shows what thousands one
mat'"
have proved that Electric Bitters Is
"How did you find it out?"
the best blood purifier known. It's the
"I asked him to lend me a dollar."
for
salt
eczema, tetter,
supreme remedy
"And he got away from it?"
sores.
"No. He said he hadn't a dollar, but
rheum, ulcers, bolls and running
It stimulates liver, kidneys and bowels, he'd lend me five. I might forget about
expels poisons, helps digestion, builds one dollar, but he could remind me ol
Washington Star.
up the strength. Only 50 cents. Sold by live.
Fischer & Co., druggists. Guaranteed. J. C. Kennedy, Roanoke, Tenn., says:
"I cannot say too much for DeWitt's
He Will Worry.
Hazel Salve. One box of It cured what
We have noticed in time of peril that
doctors called an incurable ulcer on
the man who believes his soul is saved the
my
jaw." Cures piles and all skin dissoul
as
whose
as
one
scared
isn't.
gets
eases. Look out for worthless Imita
The easiest and most effective method ( tions. Ireland's Pharmacy.
of purifying the blood and invigorating
Practicing Solemnity.
the system is to take DeWitt's Little
Foresty has taken the position of
Early Risers, the famous little pills for butler
with the uathergiits.
cleansing the liver and bowels. IreUreal Scott! you don't mean it? What
land's Pharmacy.
on earth bas he done that lor?
He says that the expression he must
Information Wanted.
will come in handy when his
acquire
landthe
of
said
heirlooms,
Speaking
rich uncle dies. ruck.
EARTH IS GROWING.
lady, I have one which has come down
five generations, and
"I had stomach trouble twenty years
fhta Globe of Unra la Gain In la through
Pardon me, interrupted the frivolous
Wai at at Rate of five Haa-ar- d
boarder, but do you refer to the butter? and gave up hope of being cured till I
Ton a Tear.
began to use Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It
has done me so much good I call the
The earth is growing heavier at the'
savior of my life," writes W. R. WilkinDull Headache, Pains In various parts son, Albany, Tenn. It digests what you
average rate of 500 tons a year. The
meteors or shooting or falling stars of the body, Sinking at the pit of the ;;at. Ireland's Pharmacy.
itomach, Loss of appetite, Feverlsh-nes- s,
(of which now and again such brilliant displays rejoice the careful
Pimples or Sores are all positive
Distorted by Glamour.
watchers) in passing through the evidences of Impure blood. No matter
"What Is the honeymoon, pa?"
earth's atmosphere are burnt up and how it became so, it must be purified
"Well, the honeymoon Is the only
fall on the earth's surface, occasionin order to obtain good health. Acker's period In a man's life during which he
Blood Elixir has never failed to cure considers It funny to come home and find
ally in a heavy mass, but most usually in small meteoric dust. Prof. Scrofulous or Syphilitic poisons or any that his dear little wife hasn't dinner
Nordenskjold, from his great expejther blood diseases. It is certainly a readv on time. Detroit Free Press.
rience, estimated that, from the wonderful remedy, and we sell every
:ause named, 500 tons fall uniformly bottle on a positive guarantee.
"After suffering from severe dyspepand steadily over the whole globe in
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
sia over twelve years and using many
each year, and the observations of
remedies without permanent good, I
Capricious May.
Russian scientists yield a similar reThis is a queer climate of ours.
finally took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It
sult, These meteor streams, says anYes, May always hangs on to winter. did me bo much good I recommend it to
other astronomer, are really small
It gets hot so suddenly, too.
every one," writes J. E. Watklns, Clerk
planetary bodies, revolving around the
That's so;
always jumps right and Recorder, Chllllcothe, Mo. It dl
sun in fixed orbits by the force of Into summer. May
Indianapolis Journal.
gests what you eat. Ireland's Pharma
gravity. The earth revolves on its
cy.
axis at the rate of 1,000 miles an hour,
BEWARE OF A COUGH.
and speeds through space in its orbit
A cough is not a disease, but a symp-toaround the sun at the rate of 1,000
That Was Different.
and bronchitis,
Consumption
miles every minute, and in August and
"Never mind," said the comforter to
which are the most dangerous and faNovember plunges into the very midst
the dejected lover. "Don t let one re
indicaof the meteoric stream going in the tal diseases, have for their first
fnsal deter you. Ask her again. A
tion a persistent cough, and If properly woman's
no often means yes."
opposite direction. The rapidity with treated as soon as this
cough appears
A woman's no may sometimes means
which they enter our atmosphere, and
cured.
are
Chamberlain's
easily
Cough yes, replied the rejected one, but I am
the friction thus generated, are so
suc- convinced that a woman's 'nit' moans
enormous that they are set fire to, Remedy has proven wonderfully
reputation no. Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph.
the smaller ones being consumed and cessful, and gained ItsItswide
success In curand extensive sale by
falling in dust, while the larger ones ing the diseases which cause coughing.
Their Only Chanoa.
occasionally reach the earth in the If it Is not beneficial it will not cost
you
Do you believe that the meek shall in
shape of meteoric stone or iron.
a cent. For sale by Ireland's Pharmacy. herlt
the earth?
oath Carolina's Coming; Exposition.
Well, It sands to reason they never
A Frit Thought.
Town
South Carolina in 1901 proposes to
can get It unless by Inheritance.
A teacher of music In one of the public Topics.
hold a state exposition which will be
illustrative of the new departure of schools of the South desired to impress
the meaning of the signs
that state in the swift development of the pupils"ff"with
in a song they were about
"f" ana
Its material resources. The undertakAfter explaining that "f"
to
THE
ing has the general approval of the meantsing.
forte, he said: "Now, children,
CLEANSING
business
and
interests
of
the
political
If "f" means forte, what does "fT'mean?
SND BKALINQ
state. Chicnco
Silence reigned for a moment, and then
ClJItK JT OK
he was astonished to hear a bright little
fellow shout: "Eighty I" - San Francisco
Wanted Btretohing.
..;
Wave.
She had shown her friends over the
A MONSTER DEVIL FISH
bijou villa, which she had just taken
Ely's Cream B;
and which was very much like a some- Destroying its victim, is a type of ConICatj and plotwHnt U
what enlarged doll's house.
stipation. The power of this murderous nae.
Cuntami no
"And now, dear, what do you think of malady Is felt on organs and nerves and
t
drug,
It? Isn't It swoet?
It quickly ahsortMti.
muscles and brain. There's no health ItGives
once-IKelief
at
"Yes Indeed," replied the Iriend; but
But Dr. King's New
Opens and Clean see
what are you going to do with all those till It's overcome.
are
a
safe
cure.
Pills
and
certain
Life
COLD 'N HEAD
AihYB Inflam met um.
little rooms?
Best in the world for Stomach, Liver, Heal and Protects thn Membrane. Iteatores tht
"Ohl I shall let them out, dear."
and HinelL Large Sum, 60 cents at
"Oh! that will be all right then, for Kidneys and Bowels. Only 25 cents at Senses of Taste
inigKisifl or vj man: i riai bibs. iu corns ny man.
I'm sure they want it. ah aiopers. Fischer & Co.'s drug Btore.
SLY BROTHKKS,! Wama Street, New York.
y

Where Friendship Ceases.
Raags Wot do that sign say, anvway
Taggs?
Taggs It says "Home fer th' Friendless."
Raggs Well good bye, Taggs, ol' man.
We bin pals a long time, but I s'pose
of we work this lay we got t' do it
accord in t' the rules of th' place.

is recommended

or-'t- is

Vlattora.

j

utterly unutterably

jests what you eat.

.

year.

And

spepsia Cure

Hotel Rata Ralaad ud Evarrthlnsi
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ANHEUSER-BUSCK-

He loved Miss Speak did Stutter.
Now Miss Speak she was elderly
iier heart was In a nutter,
As, hopefully, with modesty,
She listened to his sputter.
Then, stammerlngiy, atlength, did she
Ask what he could not utter;
iflcially digests the food and aids
So Stutter was obliged to Speak,
t in (strengthening and recediAnd Speak obliged to Stutter.
ng the exhausted digestive
i
the latest discovered digest-With One's Wife.
tonic. No other preparation
Mrs. Clmsonboak Who wrote Little
In
hi
It
efficiency. It
proach
Breeches?
relieves and permanently cures
Mr. Crlmsonbeak
Hay.
sla, Indigestion, Heartburn,
"I say, who wrote 'Little Breeches?"
nee, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
"Hay."
adaclie.Gastralgia.Cramps and
"For
sake, are you getting
resultsof imperfect digestion. deaf? 1goodness
said, who wrote 'Little

Americans Who Go to the Exposition Will Need Much Cash.

four-chett-

Mutual Interchange.
Young Stutter he was utterly
Unknown his thoughts to utter,

PLAYED OUT.

CATARRh

.1

t

Press.

FREE OF CHARGE.
Any adult suffering from a cold settled
on the breast, bronchitis,
throat or
lung troubles of any nature, who will
call at Ireland's Drug Store will be presented with a sample bottle of Bosch-ee'- s
German Syrup, free of charge. Only one bottle given to one person, and
none to children without order from
parents. No throat or lung remedy ever had such a sale as Boschee's German
Syrup In all parts of the civilized world.
Twenty years ago millions of bottles
were given away, and your druggists
will tell you Its success was marvelous.
It Is really the only Throat and Lung
Remedy generally endorsed by physi
cians. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
prove Its value. Sold by dealers In all
civilized countries.
A

Gorgeously Bound

Work of art has just been issued in
New York at an outlay of over $100,000,
for which the publishers desire a manager in this county, also a good solicitor; good pay to right party. Nearly
100
e
engravings, sumptuous
paper; Illuminated covers and bindings;
over 200 golden lUles in the morocco
bindings; nearly 100 roses In the cloth
bindings. Sells at sight; presses running day and night, so great is the
sale. Christian men and women making fortunes taking orders. Rapid promotions. One Christian woman made
clear $500 in four weeks taking orders
among her church acquaintances and
friends. Write us. It may lead to a
permanent paying position to manage
our business and look after our large
correspondence, which you can attend
to right at your home. Address II. A.
Sherman, General Secretary, IS and 17
West Forty-secon- d
street, New York.
full-pag-

The Santa Fe Route.
Annual Meeting General Assembly of
ihe Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America, St. Louis, Mo., May
17 to 31.
Round-tri- p
tickets from Santa Fe to St. Louis, $38.05. Dates of sale
May 14 and 15. Good fur return passage
leaving St. Louis any date up to and including June 2, 1900.
Annual Meeting Imperial Council,
Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine, Washington, D. C, May
22 to 24.
Round-tri- p
tickets from Santa Fe to Washington, $55.50. Dates of
sale, May 18 and, 19. Good for return
passage leaving Washington up to and
including May 28, 1900.
National Baptist Anniversaries, Detroit, Mich., May 23 to 29. Round-tri- p
tickets from Santa Fe to Detroit, $49.60.
Dates of sale, May 19 and 20. Good for
return passage leaving Detroit up to
and Including May 30, 1900.
Biennial Meeting General Federation
of Women's Clubs, Milwaukee, Wis.,
June 4 to 8, Round-tri- p
tickets from
Santa Fe to Milwaukee, $45.20. Dates of
sale, June 1 and 2. Good for return
passage leaving Milwaukee up to and
Including June 30, 1900.
International Convention
Baptist
Young People's Union of America, CinRound-trip
12
15.
to
cinnati, O., July
ticket, Santa Fe to Cincinnati, $47.10.
Dates of sale, July 9 and 10. Good for
return passage leaving Cincinnati up
to and including August 10, 1900.
Biennial Conclave Knights of Pythias, Detroit, Mich., August 27 to Septickets. Santa Fe
tember 1. Round-tri- p
to Detroit, $49.60. Dates of sale, August
23, 24 and 25. Good for return passage
leaving Detroit up to and including
September 14, 1900.
For further particulars In regard to
these meetings call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe route.
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.,
Topeka, Kan.

Farming Lands Under Irrigation Sjstem,
la tracts

t

(Me

wtta perpetual water rights
acres and
aa easy terms af m aanal payments with 7
Orate aa4 PraK af ail Idnde grow
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ftuttli
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attracts
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GOLD MINES
On this 0 rant near Its western boundary are situated the
dold Mining Districts of Ellzabethtown and Baldy, where
mines have been successfully operated for as years, and new
rich discoveries were made In 1895 in the vicinity of the new
camps of Hematite and Harry Bluff as rich as any camp la
Colorado, but with lots of as yet unlocated ground open to
prospectors on terms similar to, and as favorable as, the
United States Government Laws and Regulations,
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these camps.
TITLE perfect, founded on United States Patent and
by decision of the U. 5. Supreme Court.
coa-flrm-

For further particulars and pamphlets apply

ed
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The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,
21.
RATON",

Table Wines!
--

OUR-

-

AT-

PLACE"

TIT ill be found a full line of

11

Imported wines for family tradu.
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.

W. B.

Price, Prop,
THE

First National Bank
OF

Santa Te,

N. M.

UNITED STATES DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY

R.

J, PA LEW

J.

H.

VAUGHN

Charles

W.

-

President.
Cashier.

Dudrow,

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
AND GENERAL TRANSFER.
All kinds of rough and finished

lumber; Texas floor
Ing at lowest market price; windows and doors

H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO.

AND

SOCIAL

PERSONAL,

MEXICAN LUNCHEON.
Most unique and altogether original
was the society event which took place
on Tuesday afternoon at the hospitable
L. Bradford Prince,
home of
the occasion being a complimentary reception In honor of Mrs. Solomon Luna,
of Valencia county, who is spending a
few weeks In the capital as the guest
of her father, Hon. M. R. Otero. The
SOUTH SIDE
affair took the distinctively novel form
of a "Mexican luncheon." Some thirty
OF PLAZA.
guests were present. The ladies assembled at 1:30, being received by Mrs.
Prince and Mrs. Luna In the front
DERHAKE'S CASTOR OIL AXLE GREASE will last four times as long
drawing room amidst a flood of soft
as the cheap grease that retails for almost as much. Suitable for carlight reflected frortr numerous electric
riages as well as wagons. One pound tins, 12c.
lamps and candelabra, shaded with the
Mexican national colors, red, white and
CANNED VEUETAKLES.
TIME FOR CANNED MEATS.
A dozen or fifteen of the ladies
20 c green.
We have the largest variety you ever 3 lb cans Sugar Beets
15c responded, to the true sentiment of the
3 lb cans Rex Baked Beaus
saw.
a style of
15c occasion by adopting
15 and 25c 3 lb cans Dearborn Tomatoes
Ham Roll
15c coiffure peculiarly characteristic to the
10, 12
20c 2 lb cans Corn
Corned Ham
35c
1 lb Rex Roast Beef
15c Large can Asparagus
higher society circles of the sister reVeal, Beef. Chicken and Ham Loaf 25c
the' hair being surmounted by
public,
OUR BAKERY is now in running order. We have had it thoroughly
very high combs, over which was graceoverhauled and can now furnish you with the highest grade of cakes,
fully flung the fascinating Spanish
pies, pastry and bread, either from our regular stock or to order.
mantilla.
Give us your standing order for bread, to be delivered daily or as
The black Spanish veil worn by Mrs.
often as required. It is made from lAifJUKiAij
(tne nesij.
ROCKY FORD BUTTER.
TOBACCO, CIGARS, CIGARETTES.
Luna has been cherished as an heirloom
The
in the family for generations.
are the best "short
Fresh, because we receive it by EXPittsburg Stogies
3 for 5c
PRESS twice a week. Pure, besmoke"
white veil worn by Mrs. Prince, with
cause made in mountain air. By
Monopol Turkish cigarettes In great
the dignity of a queen, was woven out
actual experiment contains more
variety, as well as all the more popof silk by the nuns of Castile more than
ular American brands.
butter fat (less water) than any
a century ago. When all were assemother brand on tho market.
bled the inclosing curtains' were drawn,
and Mrs. Prince, accompanied by the
HAY, GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR, POTATOES AND SALT in large or
small quantities.
guest of honor, led the merry throng
Bright, green alfalfa.
through the archway Into the spacious
museum hall and bade them be seated,
but her suggestion was lost In the burst
of admiration that broke forth when
the ladies beheld the picture there presented. As hostess and entertainer,
Mrs. Prince is always resourceful, and
aesthetic, and here It was apparent her
best efforts had been brought into full
Practical Embalmer and
execution. No pen picture can do jusFuneral Director.
tice to the rare scene of color, sweetThe only house In the city that carries everything in the
ness and light, red white and green prehousehold line. Sold on easy payments.
dominating everywhere. These were the
colors of the hall draperies, the flags
and festoons, the chandeliers and candelabra, the canopied throne, the table
Large stock of Tinware,
decorations; and there were suspended
tueenswase and
here and there red birds resting on
white perches within green cages. Along
Glassware.
the edge of the stage was massed a
great bank of palms, ferns, cacti and
native mescal intertwined with smilax,
and partly concealed behind this fairy
All sizes of wagons carried in stock.
bower stood six young ladies who had
selected by the hostess as her asM been
sistants for the occasion. These were
Misses Palen, Nina Otero, Ilfeld, Hurt,
McKenzie, King, Staab and Virginia
SANTA FE.
-DENVER.
Otero. They looked sweet, and were
white
charmingly attired in
robes, with bright red sashes, and garlands of dainty green smilax about
their graceful white shoulders, making
a very pretty effect, Indeed. Mrs. Miguel
H. CADWELL, Agent.
A. Otero, the amiable wife of New Mexico's popular executive, and the handsome Mrs. A. M. Bergere, 'were found
seated at either side of the great round
table as the main body of guests entered the hall. It fell to the lot of these
ladies to dispense the coffee and chocoBEESWAX AND LEATHER.
late later on. The table represented a
scene of rare tropical beauty.
Richly
wrought Mexican drawn thread work
Everything for the
over red constituted the covering; in
Butcher, Stockgrower, Sheepman, and Beekeeper.
the center, almost reaching to the red,
COAL, TAR, PITCH, TAR FELT, CEMENT, HAIR, PLASTER.
green and white hangings of a historic
wicker chandelier were stately palms,
SALT
MATERIAL.
BUILDERS'
AND
ROOFERS'
SALT
from which protruded many of those
native Spanish flowers
adjoining Hogle's Undertaking Establishment rare
Bridge
named in honor of General Poinsett;
here Indeed were the red, white and
green most artistically blended.- - These
poinsettas were sent Mrs. Prince for
this special occasion from southern
California by Mrs. R. S. Turner. There
was no china on the luncheon table;
only silver, glass and wickerware. being used. And the menu, too, was one
of the specially unique features, the
red, white and green idea having been
Handsom, Va., Deo. 11.
carried out most Ingeniously In the
I hare been suffering from female weakpreparation of all the rare dishes, comliest lor four years, and have taken many
medicinea, but Wine of Cardui and
prising the several very elaborate
have done more for me than anycourses. Upon being seated the assist.
thing else.
ing misses distributed from wicker basUBS. CAROLINE EVANS.
kets menu cards, which were In keeping with the spirit of the event, the
cards having a feather-wor- k
bird and
the name of the guest on one side, and
the following bill of fare on the other:
Caldo de frljoles, pan frances, polio
con chili, frljoles y papas, olives, arroz
are
when
medicine
kind
of
and
to
a
mistake
take
you
His
any
every
y pimientos, enslada de legumbres,
cures for "female
Most of the
Sick. There is danger in it.
de queso, naranjas y plnas,
weakness" do nothing more than deaden the pain temporarily, and when
dulces de pinones, melones,
the effect wears away the patient is weaker and sicker than before. It is
chocolates y tunas, nueces pecan, chocYou have only one life, and that is dear and
never wise to take chances.
If you have any pain, ache, disorder or weakness in the femiolate, cafe.
precious.
It helps do
nine organs, nothing will help you like Wine of Cardui.
After the coffee and sweets came two
and
away with morning sickness during the early stages of pregnancy,
of the fair assistants, Misses Caryl
is
health
modifies the pains of childbirth; recovery is rapid and future
Palen and Nina Otero, bearing between
I he Wine is
assured.
purely egthem a huge silver platter banked with
(table, being made Of herbs whose
LADIES' ADVISORY DEPARTMENT.
souvenirs of the occasion. These con
FornriTtRA In caieR reoulrinir RDecial
medicinal properties act directly
directions, address, giving symptoms,
sisted of tiny Mexican sombreros of
upon the organs of womanhood.
ID1C1.M CO., Chattanooga, Term.
It is a
white straw, bedeckpd with the national
remedy, and has
manv vears of success behind it. It
colors, and filled with bouquets of red,
is sure. Why take a chance medicine when you can get a sure medicine?
white and green flowers. The young la
dles looked very beautiful as they
$1.00.
stately moved from one guest to anoth
er, reminding one of the figures seen
upon some old Etruscan vase. Thus the
hours sped on most delightfully till
adieus were said. Those invited were:
Mesdames Solomon Luna, M. A. Otero,
G. H. Wallace, J. R. McPle, Frost, R. J.
Palen, J. D. Hughes, P. W. Clancy, Arthur Seligman, James L. Sellgman, E.
L. Eustls, M. R. Otero, Isabel Luna, A.
THE ONLY FAMILY LIQUOR STORE IN SANTA FE.
M. Bergere, J. M. Luna, M. R. Sena," J.
D. Sena, C. A. Abreu, R. S. Turner and
her sister, Miss Baker, Mesdames W.
H. .Whlteman, A. A. Newbery, Norman
Wiard, Norman King, and Miss King
Murphy-Barbou- r,
Green River,
(latter ladles are from Washington; D.
Yellowstone,
C); Mesdames A. C. .Ireland, N. B.
Monoaram
Herald Rve.
Hermitaae.
G. W. Knaebel, Arthur Boyle,
Hunter Rye, Imported Scotch and Irish Whisky, and Full Laughlin,
E. A. Plske, H. L. Clancy, Henrlette Ilwtiisky.
feld, Belle Bacharach, Page Otero, W.
S. Harroun, Philip E. Harroun, W. H.
Sole Agent for Sam'l
Hapstone Whisky.
Gulllford, E. H. Plummer (wife of Col.
Plummer, who is now in the PhilipPort,
California,
pines), and the Misses Massle and
Sherry,
MRS. PRINCE'S

Groceries,
Feed and
Crockery,

No. 4

BAKERY.

v.

fwuk

CHAS. WAGNER

FURNITURE CO

CARPETS

IRCTGhS.

Stllllllts

Agent for the Studebaker Wagons.

Santa Fe, N.

Lower Frisco St.

TUB-

low-neck-

L. A. Watkins flldse. Co.

Hides, Wool Pelts.
FURS,

Street,

vari-color-

io Willi? I

(cyArlP mm

(oJ

A SURE MEDICINE.

Black-Draug-

s,

long-trie- d

Druggists sell Large Bottles for

The

Ibrisou Lpoij Conif,

CORDIALS,

CrAPAGJJES, LIQUORS.
len-Year-ui- cJ

Westerner's

Man-derflel- d.

Reisling,
Angelica,
Sauterne,
Red Wines,
Claret,
Sherry,
Native Wines.
French Brandy,
FALSTAFF, TIVOLI,
BLUE

RIBBON,

LEWS,

AND PABST

BEERJi

TOBACCO, FINE CIGARS, SMOKING
BACCO, PIPES AND SMOKERS' ARTICLES.

FRESH CHEWING

TO-

AT PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT.
.

TELEPHONE NO. gs

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY.

SANTA FE, New Mexico.

...,..,,...

AN ENJOYABLE HOP.
A hop given at the sanitarium on
Monday evening by Misses Kennedy,
Hays and Manahan, assisted by Mrs.
Manahan and Miss Knox, proved to be
an event of delight that will be a pleasant memory to the participants for a
long time to come. The young ladles
who attended looked bewitching In
their airy summer dresses that were a
symphony of colors. Miss Kennedy was
in charge of the dancing, and proved to
be a. tactful and charming floor manager. Miss Gulllford presided at the pi
ano. The guests were served with fruit

punch' In the Intervals betwt
twelve dances that constituted th,
ing"s program. The guests wj
and Mrs. Rhinehart, Mr. and Mrs
ehan, Mrs. and Miss Warring,'
Spooner, Mrs. Lawler, Mrs. Spau!
Mrs. Schaff, Mrs. Manahan,
Schmidt, the Misses Kennedy, K
Manahan, Knox, McClure, Gullii
Williams, Archer, Tappan, Cross. :
singer, McKenzie, Keller, and Mes
Pope, Hughes, Christensen, Barr
Broadhead, Curtln, Howe, Ramsay, f
ignac, Hatch, Pierce, Rlvenburg
Staab. The larger girls of St. Vince
orphans' home also attended the aft

a

Only Original Gold's Curiosity

WThe

tund figure. Mrs.
way east after a two
Col.Shafter's family in
--

short addresses at the W.
.dal award meeting at the
an church last evening.. The
is crowded with spectators,
arren and Miss Warren, of
lo Springs, who spent a week at
;tarium, left this forenoon for

"

geles.

Ireland entertained the Monday
Musical Club Informally last ev-- .
After the rendition of a very
musical program light refreshes were served by the hostess and
guest, Mrs. Plummer.
The Monday Night Musical Club will
ive a recital on Monday evening next
at the Elks lodge rooms.

THE FIFTEEN CLUB.
The Fifteen club met on Thursday a
ternoon with Mrs. Boyle, Mrs. Gu
liford In the chair. The program cor.
slsted of quotations, current events ani
the reading by Mrs. Prince of Bayard
Taylor's poem entitled "A Pastoral ip
Church Social.
tt
Norway." The program was most deThe ladles aid society of the Metholightful. The club will meet May 14,
with Mrs. Eustis, Mrs. Harroun In the dist church will give a social at the
residence of Mrs. W. B. Sloan on Tueschair.
day evening May lath. It is desired
who attends bring
Mrs. E. B. Llunen and daughter that each person oldest
with them their
picture, their
a
to
visit
from
returned
have
Gladys
baby picture preferred if possible; any
Denver.
let each bring his or her own
A. M. Bergere Is absent from the city way,
The pictures will not be lost
picture.
Interstock
looking after his extensive
nor damaged and will be returned that
In
Valencia county.
ests
evening. Refreshments will be served
Mrs. DeGroot has returned to her home and amusements provided. A cordial
at Pueblo, Colo., after a delightful visit Invitation is extended to all to come and
with Mrs. H. O. Bursum.
spend a pleasant evening.
Mrs. E. L. Eustls has issued cards for
At the Hotels.
an at home to take place at the rectory
At the Exchange: A. R. Grave, Alaon Tuesday afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock,
Mrs'.f W. E. Martin is In southern New mosa; H. B. Hayden, Pueblo, Colo.; J.
C. McAdams, Silverton, Colo.
Mexico, visiting relatives. She is at
At' the Claire: F. C. Perkins, Duran-gpresent at Garfield on a visit to her
Colo.; Miss S. A. Cobt, New York
mother In law.
Bishop J. Mills Kendrlck, of the Epis- City; M. V. B. Benson, Denver; A.
Louisville, Ky.
copal jurisdiction of New Mexico and
Arizona, is due to arrive here the latter
Many new and elegant designs for inpart of next week.
at
Patrick H. Loughran and his pretty vitations to commencement exercises
office. Ask to see
Mexican
New
the
's
E.
from
Gen.
wife have moved
P.
dwelling and taken rooms with samples.
Mrs. R. Williams.
A Place to Spend a Vacation.
J. D. W. Veeder Esq., of Las Vegas,
The New Tent City at Coronado
who has been In the city for several
Beach, Cal., is the finest in the world.
days on legal business returned this The Santa Pe
railway makes special
morning to his home.
Mrs. C. Greenbaum of Abiquiu, form- rates, good until September 30, and
holders of these tickets will be given
erly Miss McCarthy of Santa Fe, was
entertained at luncheon Friday by Judge tent ground and water free. Furnished
A. L. Morrison and daughter.
and unfurnished tents can be rented at
Mr J. M. Hawkins, formerly connec- low rates, and all the necessaries of livted with the New Mexican in an edito- ing can be purchased on the ground at
rial capacity, has returned from a trip fair prices.
to southern New Mexico and will remain
All the tents, beds and bedding In
in the city about a week.
fact, everything Is perfectly new CorThe Sunshine chapter of the Daugh- onado Beach Is second to none in the
ters of the American Revolution met quality of bathing, boating and fishing.
this afternoon with Mrs. Prince, Mrs. No better climate exists, and no water
Donizetta Wood presiding; Mrs. Ella C. equals Coronado mineral water. CoroWeltmer at the secretary's desk.
nado Beach is an ideal summer resort,
Prof. J. E. Wood, the efficient super- and is the place for you to spend your
intendent of Santa B'e's public schools, summer. See your Santa Fe agent about
left yesterday for Albuquerque to at- the low summer rates, and write E. S.
tend the Baptist association of the San- Babcock, manager, Coronado, Cal., for
ta Fe district, which Is in session there. all Information relating In any way to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Clancy of cost of living at Coronado, Cal.
Albuquerque, visited the capital during
the past week for several days. Mr.
Court Reports of
Clancy had legal business before the Supreme
New Mexico.
supreme court and court of private land
claims.
Volume IX of New Mexico Reports
H. T. Donnell and family from South can now be supplied by The New MexiSioux City, Neb., have located in Santa can Printing Company.
Delivered at
Fe, taking up their residence adjoining publisher's price of $3.30.
Mr. Wunschmann's office quarters. Mr.
Donnell, until his health began to fail
for the
him, was official stenographer
For Bent.
8th judicial district of Nebraska.
The office rooms, now occupied by the
Miss Mame Hays, who has been" a governor and the secretary of the terripopular guest at the sanitarium for tory, in the old Palace on the plaza will
some time, will leave for Chicago on be rented on reasonable terms. PosMonday evening. She enjoyed her stay session can be given on or about the 1st
in Santa Pe very much, and the many day of June next.
Bids will also be received for the
friends she made here hope to see her
purchase of this years alfalfa crop off
back In the capital before the winter's the
lot in rear of the old palace.
snows begin to fly.
A. A. Kkkn.
Call on or address
Custodian.
Miss Grace Kennedy celebrated her
Santa Fe, N. M. May 7, 1900.
birthday anniversary on Friday. Her
many friends remembered the occasion
Ice cream, $1.50 per gallon at the
in a bountiful manner. In her honor the
dinner table at the sanitarium was
decorated with spring's
beautifully
sweetest blossoms.
P. F. HANLEY.
.
.
Mr. A. A. Newbery leaves on Monday Dealer in Fine Wines, Liquors
to meet at Albuquerque Mr. Geo S.
and Cigars.
i
Terry, secretary of the Union Leag jo
club of New York, who Is en route home Imported and Native Wines for family
from California accompanied by Mrs.
use. Our Specialties: Old Crow,
Guckenheiiuer Rye. and TayTerry. These pleasant people will come
out from the nation's metropolis in July
P. O. 75
lor and Paxton Whiskies.
to spend part of the summer at Santa
N. M.
Santa
Fe,
Fe.
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:.c City.

Gold's General SWe,

j H. Wallace, Mrs. J. E.
-s. Robert Harvey made
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DEALER

PE

GOLD,

Established

IN . .

Mi

Prop.
1859,.

Bows and Arrows.
Tom-toDrums.
War Clubs and Rattles.
Buckskin Beaded GooSs.
Mexican Coin Jewelry.
Mexican Opals and TurquoU.
Mexican Blankets.
Mexican Feather Cards.
Mexican Cigars.
'
Mexican' Chocolate.

Curios.
Chimayo Indian Blankets.
Taqui Indian Blankets.
Moqui Indian Blankets.
Apaehe Indian Baskets.
Yaqui Indian Baskets.
Pueblo Indian Baskets.
Acomo Pottery.
Aztec Idols and Curios.
Santa Clara Pottery.
Navajo Indian Blankets.
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New Mexico.

Santa Fe
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FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

o,

v.

and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL"

DEALER

IN

SALT and SEEDS.

Ho-bart-

Judge John R. McFie and little daughter left this afternoon for Las Cruces,
where the judge will spend a couple of
days looking after his property interests
there. On his return he will be accompanied by Mrs. Cooper, wife of the
Rev. J. A. Cooper, pastor of the Presbyterian church at Aztec, New Mexico,
who is a sister of Mrs. McFle and will
visit here for several weeks.
J. G. Schumann, than whom New
Mexico has no better citizen, departs tomorrow for a six months' tour of Germany. Sailing from New York, he will
go direct to Bremen, thence to Lelpslc
and other points In Saxony, his old
home, which he has not visited for fifty
years. He will go by way of Nebraska,
and be Joined by his niece, Miss Minnie
Hllgert, who goes to Stuttgart for a visit. Later she will be Joined there by
Rev. G. A, Neft and wife.
Mrs. E'. H. Plummer, wife of Colonel
Plummer of the United States army, is
in the city on a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Ireland. Colonel Plummer was
stationed here for several years as regimental quartermaster of the 10th Infantry, and Is now serving in the Philll-pin- e
Islands as a lieutenant colonel of
the United States volunteers. He and
Mrs. Plummer are well and pleasantly
remembered by, many of, Santa Fe's
-..r-,
citizen's.- '
Mr.' Carey Wright, of New York, one
of the ablest mine experts in the country
and a most sociable gentleman, will return from the Black Range country on
Tuesday and take up his headquarters
here expecting to remain six months at
least, j He Is at present examining the
route of the proposed Black Range railway In company with Hon. H. O. Bur-suand Colonel Machen, president of
the International Trust company of
New York.
Hon. M. G. Reynolds, U. S. attorney
attached to the court of private land
claims, will be accompanied by Mrs.
Reynolds and several of his children
when he comes out from St. Louis In
August. Other members of the land
court will also bring their families to
spend their summer vacation In Santa
Fe, among them Chief Justice J. R.
Reed, Justice H. C. Slugs and Chief
ClerK J. H. Reeder.
Invitations were Issued yesterday by
Mrs. A. C. Ireland for a card party and
recaption to take place Friday afternoon
next, complimentary to Mrs. E. H.
Plummer, the estimable wife of one of
the best army friends Santa Fe has ever
had In the service. Col. Plummer is
now stationed some 20 miles out from
Manila. His hair bag become quite
grey, which really ought to become hli

Open day and night at the

Bon-To-

Ojo

caliente.

nt

Celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the Anrti nt
THKSE Dwellers, twenty-liv- e
miles west of Taos, and fifty miles north of
Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station on the Dti.vt r
& Rio Grande Railway, from which Dolnt a dailv line of .tapes rim to tliA
Springs. The temperature of these waters Is from SOO to 1220. Thegnses
are earDome. Altitude ,uuu reet. uuraate very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters oontaln 1686.24 grains of alkaline (alts to the
gallon being the richest alkaline Hot Springs In the world. The efficacy
of these waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases : Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Consumption, Malaria, Brtght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComBoard, Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day. Reduced
plaints, etc., etc.
rates given by the month. This resort Is attractive at all seasons and is
open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave Sauta Fe at 10:08
. m. and reach Ojo Caliente at S p, m. the same day.
Fare for the round
'.rip from Santa Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particulars address
s

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Prop.,
Ojo

Caliente. Taos County, New Mexico.

The Sanitary

nia, ammonia albuminoids, chlorine or,

other injurious gases. It requires about
the same space as a teakettle, but little time, very little trouble, and no experience to operate. The first cost la
the only cost, and that is small enough!
to be real economy to users of distilled
water. Sold under an absolute guarantee. Descriptive catalogue free.
Local agents wanted.

,

Santa Fe,

J. B. SLOAN, General Agent,

IN,

M.

Lady Should Know
Every uindttor
Prepara

Hair Baods and Toilet
wlwra to
d tba bMt
tions. lWs nmU couderta rtfci irres
leMMUaka sent ia thfe line fe UlS WeM. Eib- liahed ten yens. Her sad atfeads Into grew state ta
rstaok
tbe union, write Wt a rras copy Of i
'HMltlt mm4 Riudv." Mia hnw
Hair and Comafozfcra and deoorfBes her celebrated
Hystc Tostot Prasarattau and Hair ttesjls ol eWrj
description. Ms.il and eiprsesflMers ftIM proaftWy.
MVrsis
Satisfaction guaranteed.

meal In the city at

Bon-To-

MI55 5.

.

A meeting of

it.
Dated at the office of the secretary at
Taos, N. M., May 7, 1900.
T. B. Martin, secretary.

til1 .

PURE WATER is the most essential
requisite for health that enters into
the system. Ninety per cent of our food
is water. Distillation is the only method of rendering water free from both!
organic and inorganic matter. The Sanitary Still Is a perfected process that
clears water absolutely of every form
of impurity, whether from alkali, lime
or other minerals; removes free ammo-

n.

Territorial Board of Health.
the territorial board of
health is hereby called to convene in the
city of Santa Fe on Tuesday, June 6,
1900, for the purpose of transacting such
business as may properly come before

.

(HOT SPEI1TGS.)

Blank deeds for city property can be
bought at the New Mexican office.
The best
the

-

Only ExciusiveGrain House in Ciiy.

543 STOUT ST.

JACOB WELTMER,

Books

NEED

i

N. HpROLD,

DBffVR, COtO.I

WASHING?

and want
it done by the best laundry in the territory, and that is the
Albuquerque jSteam Laundry.
All work guaranteed to give satisfaction. Leave orders at KERB'S BARBER SHOP, Claire Hotel. Basket leaves
Tuesday at 3 p. m., and returns Friday.

station

PERIODICALS,

Bonny Slope Ranch
Has pure blood White Wyandotte eggs SCHOOL BOOKS,
for hatching; twenty choice hens mated
to prize cocks from Vermont and New SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
We pay express charges.
York;--8- 1
for 13; can also furnish fat STATIONERY SUNDRIES, ETC.
eSO. F. AMBROSE,
C.
Wm.
P.
O.
Atwood,
Mgr.,
squabs.
Books not In stock ordered at eastern
Box 89, Santa Fe, N. M.
prices, and subscriptions received for
all periodicals.
If you want good meals go to the
MBS, R. GREEN.jProprletreiw,
Bon-To' "
,
Sterling Silver Souvenir Spoons.
First Class Acqammodationi. '
Transient Trade Solicited.
Boarding by Week, Day or Meal.
I
largest assortMANUFACTURER OF
Uvery in Connection,

At.

Palace IXotel,

EUGENI0 SENA,

carry the

ment

ft

carpets, rugs,
linoleum, matting.
Lowest prices of any place in
the city. Call and examine.
Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
art-square- s,

Mexican
Filigree

Corrllloi

Jewelry.

PERFECT

All kinds of jewelry made to order and

THE

Pesr Dav-

HOTEL

repaired. Fine stone setting a specialty. Singer sewing machines and
supplies.
SANTA FE, N. M.
TRISCOST.
,

EIC1IGE $1.50

. . . $2.oo-

HENRY KRICK,
SOLR AGENT

St. LOUIS
Beer.

J.T. FORSH A, Proprietor.

SPECIAL RATES by the weeK or
Month for Table Board, with or withou
Room.
,

SOUTHEAST

COR. PLAZA

FOB

Lemp's

BEST LOCATED HOTEL IN CITY.

Now Mexico

LAUNDRY
WORK
W.

J.

LAUGHTEB, Agent

Orders taken at Slaughter's barber
shop, south side of plaza.
Basket leaves at 7 a. in. on Wednesdays and return's on Friday night; laundry ready for delivery Saturday morning.
no extra ireigm or oenvery cnargea.
The Las Vegas Steam laundrv makes

The trade sii
a specialty of One laundry works
ALL KINDS OF
from one bottle to a
H INfRAL WAT R carload. Mall orders ana its wortc is nrst ciass in an particulars
PHON1
promptly filled.

Guadalupe St,

-- .

Santa Fe

ior

